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Two Sidney volunteer 
firemen were charged under 
the Motor Vehicles Act this 
week after two men were 
involved in what police 
described as an unofficial 
demolition derby.
Sidney RCMP said Dan 
Holder, 22, of 2123 Skylark 
Lane, and Douglas Loncy, 
22, of 2485 Sidney Ave., 
were charged with driving 
without reasonable con­
sideration for others after 
two drivers were caught 
smashing their cars into 
each other on the parking 
lot at the local fire hall.
Const. Brian Hodgkin 
told The Review a 1969 
Chevrolet station wagon 
and a 1965 Chevrolet two- 
door had been seen banging 
into each other at various 
points around the town, 
particularly in the parking 
lot at the Beacon Plaza, 
about 3:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Hodgkin spotted the two 
vehicles battering each 
other at the fire hall and 
took the two drivers to the 
RCMP office where charges 
were laid and the men were 
given a stern lecture on the 





Five young native Indian 
girls were injured, two 
seriously, this week, when 
the car in \vhich they were 
riding/overturned at least 
twice; on West Saanich
' Sidney RCMP said the 
girls, ranging in age from 14 
to 17, had taken a car 
without the Consent of the 
owner from Duncan and 
attended a party at the 
Pauquachin recreation hall.
A Sidney RCMP officer 
Was driving to assist Central 
Saanich police with an 
incident when he en­
countered the 1966 Meteor 
which had gone into a ditch 
and overturned.
No one had contacted 
police or an ambulance 
although there were several 
people standing around the 
vehicle, police said.
Three of the girls were 
taken to Rest Haven 
Hospital and the two 
seriously injured were taken 
to Victoria General where 
they remain in serious 
condition, one with back 
injuries and the other with 
internal injuries.
The three others were 
ueatetl for minor injuries 
atid shock, police .said.
Three ambulances were 
called to transport the 
victims,
Police are investigitting 













llte giant bin 
hchitid, the office on Third 
Street is Ijeqtieiiily filled 
with unwanted imitcitals 
which seem to have 
originated from places 
otlier than The Review 
office.
Such articles ate equally 
unwanted by The Review.
hMMHIM
22 hopefuls in upcoming
municipal elections
There will be only one 
mayoralty contest on the 
Peninsula this year and that 
one promises to be a hard- 
fought battle between tw'o 
incumbent alderman Ow'cn 
Philp and George West- 
w'ood.
Four-year North Saanich 
mayor Paul Grieve is 
stepping down to try for the 
federal New Democratic 
Party irohiination locally.
But while races for the 
mayors’ scats are few there 
w'ill be no dirth of interest 
in following the aldermanic
contests as there are a total 
of 22 hopefuls scrambling 
for 14 Peninsula council 
.seats.
In North Saanich, vying 
for two one-year seats on 
council are:
Eric Bowles, retired, of 
1986 Barrett Drive, 
nominated by Elaine Jones 
and Barbara Bentham.
James B. Cumming of 
1780 Lands End Road, is 
retired and was nominated 
by D.G. McKenzie and D. 
Sparling.
Lawrence R. Fast, a
SIX DRIVERS CHARGED 
WITH IMPAIRED 
DURING WEEKEND
MICHAEE ASH, 2 '/z months, of 9903 Resthaven, was Raggedy Andy at a Hallowe’en parly in 
Sanscha Hall this week.
A 67-year-old Sidney 
man has been charged with 
impaired driving after a 
total of four Cars were 
damaged in a series of 
accidents on Beacon 
Avenue this week.
Sidney RCMP said Lloyd 
George Cogswell, of 126- 
2294 Henry, was charged 
after a man driving a 1970 
Pontiac was involved in 
three accidents shortly 
before noon last Saturday.
The first cra.sh occurred 
on the west side of Patricia 
Bay Highway when the 
driver of the Pontiac 
overshot a red light and 
backed up, hitting the 
vehicle behind.
The car then proceeded 
across the highway and 
swerved across the double 
center line, sideswiping a 
car. The Pontiac went all 
the way to the curb lane on 
the wrong side of the road, 
police said.
SIX ARRESTED IN HALLOWEEN DISTURBANCES
Six men were arrested 
and charged with causing a 
disturbance this week after 
spending Hallowe’en night 
in the Sidney RCMP cells.
Const. Brian Hodgkin 
told The Review that five 
men were charged with 
causing a disturbance by 
sliouting and swearing on 
Beacon Avenue while a 
sixth was charged with 
causing a disturbance by 
committing an indecent act 
in public.
Charged were David 
John llinz, 22, of Ganges; 
C’hatTes Kenneth Iverson, 
19, ol 1.S-1W)7() 1 Hill St.; 
David Ralph l.eh;m, 17, of 
10490 Rest haven; Jttek 
Neilsen Tucket, 17, of 9358 
AVcbsiei; Richard Wayne 
Davis, 19, of 2190 Amelia; 
and Alexander Gordon
Ol 7964
He whiv dumps garbage 
in the Sidney Review 
receptacle will have to
Skinner, 2 
Galbraith. Skinner wti.s 
cliargedwiili committing tm 
indecent act in a public 
place.,
Cdnsi.-Hodgkin s.iid all 
of the men charged in 
coimcelion with the in- 
cirlents ate scheduled to 
appe.'ir in Vicioriti 
provincial comi on Nov. 
10,
Skinner ivas charged 
idler a man was checked by 
Hodgkin on Beacon 
Averinc. Shortly after the 
check, the same man was 
seen standing on top of a 
tr.ish can at Beacon and 
l ourih ami he made an 
obscene gesture as Ihvdgkin
drove by.
All of the other incidents 
occurred in the downtowm 
area but no damage was 
reported.
Other than the six arrests, 
Hodgkin said, Hallowe’en 
was relatively quiet 
although some juveniles 
were caught throwing eggs 
at police citrs, They were 
ordered to wash the cars 
immediately.
Police, the local citizens’ 
band radio club, town 
cmployce.s, and volunteer 
firemen joined forces to 
help keep troublemakers 
uiidci control on 
Hallowe’en night.
A Inintiiifj 
WR will fio .
The annual hunt held by 
the ^•ra^er Valley Hunt 
CTiib on the peninsula is 
sclie^dulcd for Saturday, 
November 5, beginning at 
the ; Saanichlon Fair 
Grounds at 11 a.m,
T he Fraser Valley Hunt 
(Tub will be aceompauied 
by <» prtd'cssional Imui- 
Mnrin, 20 hounds and a t ieUl 
of fiO or 60 horses.
This year's hum, which 
tises the dragged scent of a 
fox rmhet than chasing a 
live fox, will he 18 miles, 
considerably longer ilian 
last year’s.
GochI viewing areas will 
be Mount Newton (Toss 
Road, Stelly’s Cross Rond 
and Island View Road.
The entire peninsula Was 
divided into zones patrolled 
by six police cruiser.s and 
about two dozen officers. 
Tlie downtown aicu was 
manned by extensive fool
patixrls and crowds were 
disbursed immediately as 
iliey formed on Beacon 
Avenue.
Ill Central Saanich, Sgl. 
Ross Yuill said two pipe
bombs exploded in 
mailboxes on Wallace 
Drive, demolishing them. 
Tlie incident is being in­
vestigated and there were 
no furilier disturbances.
Another vehicle 
travelling toward the high­
way in the curb lane on 
Beacon, stopped as the 
Pontiac approached and the 
driver got out to investigate 
the situation.
As the man got out of his 
car, the driver of the 
Pontiac drove into the front 
of the man’s car.
When an RCMP officer 
opened the door of the 
Pontiac, the driver fell out 
onto the pavement. He was 
taken to the RCMP detach­
ment where he fell off a 
chair and broke a coat rack 
on which he landed.
Total damage, police 
said, was estimated at only 
$250.:
In another incident 
during the weekend, 
Darlene Joy Friesen^ 18, of 
Sidney, was charged with 
impaired driving after a 
woman drove her car 
througb a window, at 
Fredrick’s on Beacon 
Avenue at about 8 a.m. on 
Saturday.
Police said damage was 
e.slimalcd at $1,200 to the 
store and $500 to the car.
Four other people were 
arrested for impaired 
driving during the weekend, 
police added.
barrister and solicitor of 
1885 Dean Park Road was 
nominated by Graliam 
Rogers and Patrick B. 
Walker.
Joseph W. Lott of 1329 
Tapping Road, a teacher, 
was nominated by Jolm 
Forge and Marjorie 
Herbert.
Candidates for the three 
two year aldermanic scat.s 
arc as follows:
Edgar G. Farthing of 975 
Tnam Road is retired and 
was nominated by William 
S. Pow'cll and Frank 
Pearce.
Adrien G. Gilmore is a 
civil .servant of 9191 Ridcau 
Place and was nominated 
by. J.L. Gayton .and E.D. 
Jones.
John C.N. Lapham is an 
electrical contractor of 540 
Downey Road. He is an 
incumbent nominated by 
J.W. Hinchcliffe and Betty
Powell.
Eric Sherwood of 1968 
McTavisb Road an in­
cumbent businessman was 
nominated by Mrs. K. 
Abboit-Smith and Marjorie 
Herbert.
Running for regional 
board director arc: James 
B. Cumming and Edgar G. 
Farthing, w'itb the same 
nominators as for the 
aldermanic position. 
Robert Tliompson, an 
alderman w'itii one year left 
on council, was nominated 
by Ruth Bull and S.R. 
Gibbs. George Westwood, 
the mayoralty candidate, 
wlio w'as nominated for 
regional director by G. 
Cumpston and A.W. 
Mesber.
Rubymay Parrot, a long 
time incumbent, was ac­
claimed the district’s school 
board representative.
Continued on Page 2
ARMT AND NAVY 
TO BUILD NEW CLUl
A new $120,000 Army, 
Navy, and Air Force 
Veterans Clu.b will be built 
next to the existing building 
which was gutted by fire 
last Sept. 17, club president 
Jack McLaughlin told The 
Review this week.
;A meeting attended by 
about 100 members was 
held last week and there 
were only two dissenting 
votes on the new building - 
proposal, McLaughlin said, 
adding it’s hoped the 
tenders will be let before the 
end of this month,
Plans call for a 6,000- 
squared’ oot, single-storey 
building with full kitchen 
facilities, a 34-foot bar, 
games and meeting rooms, 
and a 900-square foot dance 
floor. The artifacts, which 
arc currently stored in a 
garage, will be displayed in 
glass cases.
The building will be 
located where a small house
stands across Sidney 
Avenue from the townhall 
and the existing building 
will be demolished and the 
lot sold, McLaughlin said. ;
All of the furniture in the 
old building was destroyed 
and most of about $7,0(^ 
wort h of musicaI equipmehf 
owned by a band xalieiT 
Higliwatcr wa:s awrite off/ t 
/ The blaze is believed to 
have been /Started by a 
cigarette butt/
A pool table built by 
B a r r o w s a n d W a 11 s j of 
England for B. C. ’ s 
lieutenant governor in 1881 
will be salvaged and a piano 
will be refurbished, he said.
Meanwhile, the club has 
been using the Knights of. 
Pythias hall for their 
gatlicrings. : 7;
Cards have been designed 
to sell sonvenir mem­
berships in thc'club to help 
finance the costsi of the new 
building.
mounts ion to
Review Gcncrai Manager 
A.G. Dagg, announced ihi.s 
week that lie h:is dispalclied
'rnick ihiof 
jailed
Gary Vcinon Heiberg, 
2.3, of no fixed address, was 
.senieneed to It) days in Jail 
aflei a llirce ton iniek was 
taken Hum the Sidney 
F■^eil!,hl depot on Mills 
Road at 12:20 Iasi ITiday 
morning,
Ileibcig was identified by 
a Sidney ITeight employee 
who s.'iw Inm drive die truck 
off the property and then 
followed the stolen tniek to 
the corner of 1 iiilewood 
and (ilairiorgan Roads 
where Heiberg alrandoncd 
the II nek.
Police suspected the iliief 
laid hidden at Sandown 
Race Track which was close 
where ilie vehicle was 
ahandoned, alilioiiidi they 
were miable to find him.
On the follosviiig 
Monday, the suspect was 
ariesicd at the track.
a sailing vessel up Vaii- 
eouvef Island’s West 
Coasi to explore historic 
Nooika Sound, .scene of 
Capiain James C'ook's first 
landing on iliis coast almost
200 ViMH,
ITie 47-fool steel ent- 
lei, GUNtill A slipped 
from her Noitli Saanicli 
mooring at dawn Wedf 
iiesday, bound west om ilic 
Geoigia, It is 
le expedition will
last approximately a ' for- 
iniglii, Daggsaid.
”Of course everything 
depends on ilic weather,” 
he added, “TTie winds have 
been a little brisk lately but 
we aie laiily eeilaiii the 
vessel can liandle what 
might be in store for her out 
there,”
Dagg said a crew of four 
was aboard GUNGHA, 
inehiding, Review marine 
editor Joshua Perhmilier.
aUNCiHAN' NA VIOA TOR Pelcr Coleman 
sitidie.s cli;ms of Vancouver Island's stormy 
vve.si coa.st iiLpreparalion for the journey to 
Nooika Sound.
Male and sailing master, 
Peter Coleman, a svell- 
known west coast com- 
mccial fisherman will act as 
navigator and a guide for 
the photographer and 
reporter who have been 









said (hat since 
Brilisli Columbia would be 
eclcbraiing the bi- 
ceniciinial of Capiain 
Cook’s arrival in tlie.se 
waters he wislied to liave 
The Review in Nooika 





said,“ t's an inieresiing 
lime of the year to go ... the 
winds and all lhal I feel it 
is in keeping, with the spirit 
of Cook’s original voyage, 
espeeially since we arc able 
to send a sailboat up 
there."
He said he hoped to be in 
radio contact with the ship 
from time to time and 
reports of the expendition’s 
progress would be ap­
pearing in The Review.
MiiwwMiiaMaiiw
■ . a,. .4n IS***'**^' -.If .'/lih, .SI,
GUNGHA
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L. A-SE-BOV " RECLINA-ROCKER’ WE OFFER YOU EASY TERMS AND I
.u. 4 .ux r;. Asirrrm ■ - lay-away plan for the earlythatcomtortable
aMstrlr. liL*. ISLAND-rUKNITOKIi
Now, for a limited time, you can buy
5
at a substantial 
SAVINGS!!!
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Municipal Elections Nov. 19
Continued from Page 1 
; Alderman Wilf Price will 
not run again in North 
^Saanich because of in- 
crerfsing business 
responsibilities.
- In Sidney Mayor Dick 
Xeigh was elected to 
'another two-year term by 
acclamation. Saanich 
School Board Chairman 
Norma Sealey was also 
acclaimed as Sidney’s |
representative on the board. 
Sealey stepped down in 
mid-term to seek re-election 
to bring the board’s 
elections in line with the 
town’s, which will be held 
biannually beginning this 
year.
There are nine candidates 
for six aldermanic seats in 
Sidney where all but one 
incumbent are seeking re- 
election. Aid. Gib Baal has
for Water at a sensible price
Vote ELEANOR SOWERBY
for Sidney Alderman, Nov. 19
Brownie and Guide Leaders urgently 




.Another breakthrough for 
cosmetic science! COCREMA 
Dry Skin Creme! \ substance 
• extracted from the bean of a 
/ tropical plant has proven to be 
. extremely beneficial in the 
' treatment of dry skin, and this 
. ingredient, in COCREMA, is 
“ working wonders. Rough, lined 
i facial skin and dr>’, chapped 
“ hands look years younger ... 
. quickly.
“ Use COCREMA tonight, and 
- you will even notice a vast im- 
provement by morning. Many
small lines around tlie eyes and 
mouth may ha\e disappeared 
overnight, and in a few days, 
wrinkles ” that have caused 
despair should be starting to 
vanish. See those unattractive, 
darkened “old-age" skin tones 
fade awa\'.
Use COCREMA for ju.st 7 days 
. . . satisfaction guaranteed or 
return for refund. You’ll be 
delighte'd with the results 
achieved in banishing lines and 
wrinkles when you use 
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i Have you been disappointed with 
1 professional carpet cleaning in the past?
J) 'c 7)O NOT shampoo or steam clean your
■trpcts.
NEW METHOD
Residential & Comrnerciaf ■
Phon® 3S'3-855T' '
PH0KE-: 383-8551 -PHONE
24 hr. Answering Service
11;^
i;.:
decided to step down due to 
business obligations.
Following is a list of 
Sidney’s candidal 3s;
Bernard Ethier, of 2245' 
James White Blvd., an 
engineer. Etheir is an in­
cumbent who was 
nominated byN.E. Dighton 
and Dorothy Thomas.
Jim Lang, of 10173 
Melissa, retired is an in­
cumbent who was 
nominated by Gilbert Olsen 
and William Shade.
Incumbent Ross Martin, 
of 2010 Courser, is a school 
teacher who was nominated 
by Ed Price and D. Searle.
Housewife Eleanor 
Sowerby, also an in­
cumbent, of 9884 Fifth St., 
was nominated by Eric 
Sowerby and Gosta Richt.
Jerry Tregaskis of 2264 
Gail PI., is an incumbent 
who works as a credit 
manager. He was 
nominated by Margaret 
Tregaskis and Robert 
Hope.
Among the new faces on 
the aldermanic slate is 
Sidney Hotel manager 
Denis Paquette, of Van Isle 
Marina. Paquette was 
nominated by Wilkie 
Gardner and Stan Dear.
Robert Hope, of 2093 
Pearcy Ave., is a draftsman 
who was nominated by 
Jerry Tregaskis and Dick 
Leigh.
Peter Grant, a recreation 
consultant who lives as 2009 
Courser, was nominated by 
Norma Sealey and David 
Searle.
Hugh Hollingworth, of 
2453 Beacon Ave.-, is a sales 
manager who was 
nominated by Gib Baal and 
Allan Alexander.
Up to press time last 
week, it looked as though 
there could be no municipal 
elections this year in 
Central Saanich. The three
term expired aldermen had 
all filed or else had declared 
their intentions of doing so, 
and only one person had 
taken out nomination 
papers for the vacant seat 
on the school board.
The week, however, 
produced more contestants 
both for alderman and 
school trustee. At noon on 
Monday, when municipal 
clerk, Fred Durrand, read 
the proclamation with only 
Mayor Jean Butler in at­
tendance, the slate had 
grown to five candidates 
for the three aldermanic 
seats and three contenders 
for the one trustee vacancy.
The official list of 
candidates, in alphabetic 
order, in Central Saanich is: 
For Alderman; 
•Alderman Ray M. 
Lamont, an airline em­
ployee, of 2946 Lamont 
Rd., Saanichton; 
nominated by Mr. Joe 
Walcer of 7160 Veyancss 
and Mr. Tom Michell of 
3015 Island View.
•Alderman Percy Lazarz, 
a fur farmer, of 1789 Cultra 
Ave., Saanichton 
nominated by Mr. Joe 
Taylor of 2989 McIntyre 
and Mr. Bruce Elvedahl of 
7052 West Saanich.
•Mr. David Price, a 
superintendent of passenger 
services, of 869 Clarke Rd., 
Brentwood; nominated by 
Mr. H. Robert Larson of 
840 Bardsey and Mr. 
Gordon Hryhoruk of 879 
Clarke.
•Mr. John R. Sharpie, a 
chief electrical draftsman, 
of 1774 Prosser Rd., 
Saanichton; nominated by 
Mr. R.J.C. Baldock and 
Mrs. Jeane Baldock, both 
of 7618 East Saanich.
•Alderman Frank 
Waring, a business 
manager, of 7206 
Babington Lane, Brent­
wood; nominated by Mr. 
Donald J. McLaurin and 
Dr. S. McTavish of 737 
Harding Lane.
For School Trustee:
Mr. Ron Edwin Cullis, a 
firefighter, of 2015 Skyline 
Cres., Keating; nominated 
by Mrs. Shirley M. Jones of 
2033 Skyline and Mrs. 
James Blades of 7281 
Seabrook.
•Mrs. Esther Ellen 
Galbraith, housewife,' of 
6485 West Saanich Rd., 
Brentwood; nominated by 
Alderman Percy Lazarz of 
1789 Cultra and Alderman 
Earle W. Tabor of 6693 
Tamany.
•Mrs. Jacqueline Price, a 
business woman, of 8520 
Ebor Terrace, North 
Saanich; nominated by 
Mrs. Helen Thornton of 
3060 Mallard and Mr. Wells 
Hooker of 7620 Blossom 
Park.
The Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association has 
booked the Keating school 
for an “all candidates’’ 
meeting commencing at 8 in 
the evening of Tuesday, 
November 15. Association 
president, Mr. George 
Lamont, ruges all Central 
Saanich voters to attend.
MEMBERS OF 1931 North Saanich service Club softball team met at 
Legion Hall Oct. 21 for smorgasbord dinner and festivities along with 
families and cheerleaders of that year. From left to right bottom row are: 
Harold Nunn, John Lawson, Frank Lines, Art Gardner and Vic Nunn. 




Recommended by families in every Victoria 
neighbourhood. A long tradition of service. ... 
it is wise to choose McCall’s.
The Sidney Teen Activity 
Group recently received 
provincial funding for six 
months, reported the 
Peninsula Community 
Association, the sponsoring 
■■group.'
»The grant will run 
retroactively from Sep­
tember 1977 to March 1978 
and will allow funds for one 
full-time supervisor and 
two part-time assistants. 
The grant, from the 
Department of Human 
Resources, was for $1,800 a 
month..
A spokesman for the 
community association, 
Susan Langlois of the 
Sidney Probation office, 
said the grant was based on 
the concept of the service
Window
Broken
An intoxicated man 
kicked in the front, plate- 
glass window of Sidney 
Sheet Metal on Third Street 
last week.
The man, who was 
apprehended by Sidney 
RCMP, agreed to pay for 
the damage and was not 
charged.
AT LAST, A program TO HELP OFFSET 
THE COST OF REPAIRING AND 
REPLACING STUDENTS’EYEWEAR
Prescription Optical'S Student Eyewear Replacement Program 
makes it possible for students and children to have the glasses 
they buy from us repaired and/or 
replaced at no charge for the first 
twelve months. It’s a service 
exclusive to Pre.scription Optical 
stores on the Island. ■
Under the program, any part of your 
glasses that gets broken during the 
first year's wear will be repaired 
or replaced at no cost to you. The 
program cover s our full stock of 
, framiLs -* among the most extensive 
available anywhere. And, as an added 
iafety factor, all gla.sses in this 
with Hardex or w
1
that dealt with “high risk 
kids’’. She explained this 
meant teenagers that did 
not fit into the regular 
school system and which 
were possible problems.
She said the local M.L.A. 
Hugh Curtis was helpful in 




People who take shor­
tcuts through other people’s 
yards at night should be 
careful not to be picked up 
for prowling.
Sidney RCMP Cpl, Dale 
Martel issued a warning this 
week after a number of 
complaints of prowlers in 
the Amelia Avenue area 
were reported,
Martel said people 
tresspassing during the day 
can be removed from the 
property by the owner with 
reasonable force. 
Tresspassing at night, 
however, is a separate, 
more serious charge which 
is generally regarded as 
more serious by the courts.
Trespassers who resist 
reasonable force by the 
owner are considered to 
have committed assault 
under the Criminal Code, 
Martelsaid.
The charge of trcspiissing 
at night is .normally used 
when it seems obvious the. 
trespasser was casing a 
place for a break in hut it 
would be difficuU lo prove, 
he said.
program are
HcircJlite impact resistant lenses 
whiclvcarry an extra $5,000 
warranty certificate against 
eye in|ury. You don’t need a 
degree in economics to figure that all
, add$ up to a really great deaf?
/ I'or complete delails. come in and
see us
9779 - 4th. Street
Somebody
Cares!
Cares il you are new In town 
and feel kind of losl;l( you've 
jusi atldod a now son oi 
.dauBhtef to your family i If 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
somoono in your family is 





What better way to say 
''Hello from British Columbia" 
at Christmas?
4 issues of
BEAUTIFUL BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MAGAZINE ■
plus: 1978 Calendar diary
13 Colour photographs —memo space
dNlY$4.00
postage paid anywhere in the world
Please order early. Allow eight weeks for 
processing. Subscriptions begin with the 
Winter 1977 issue. Offer expires Dec. 31, 1977.
Send to. 
Address. 
New. . . ■ Renewal
ENCLOSE $4.00 for each subscription, if 
additional subscriptions are desired, write 
them on a separate sheet and mail to:





This year, Canada Savings Bonds ol'icr 
you a great choice. There's a new 
Regular Interest Bond that p.iys interest 
each year. And a new ('.Avmpounvl 
Ifiterest Bond that re-invests your 
interest .uitom.uically. e.irning interest 
on your interest.
SAFETY, INSTANT CASH AND 
A GOOD RETURN
Btnh new bonds retain the great features 
that have helped to make C-anada 
Savings Bonds the favourite investmettt 
fot niilliuits of Cattadians over the past 
31 years, They’re a safe, secure 
invesiment, They’re instatn cash 
anytime, And they earn good interest - 
year after year.
New Caitada .SavingsTond.s are dated 
November 1,1977 and yield ait average 
annual intere.st of 8,06%:when held to 
maturity in 1986. Each new bond begins 
with 7% interest rive fust year and earns 
8.25% interest for each of the remaiiiing 
B years.
REGULAR INTEREST BOND
If you want a regular amuial income 
from your investment, you’ll like the 
new Regular Intere.st Bond which pays 
interest automatically each Nctv. 1 st, 
’you have the choice of receiviitg your 
Interest either by cheque or by ilircct 
deposit into yiMir cltotiuini.; or sav ings 
accvumt. TTtis new direct deposit feature 
lii an added convenience for you.
You can Imy rite Regular Interest 
Bond for Casli wherever you hank or 
ins'esr in deitominations of $300, $500, 
$1,000 and $5,000.
COMPOUND INTEREST BOND
if you seek savings growth, or an 
mvi-.stiiiciil loi tlu.' lutuic, or a 
retirement fund, you’ll clioose the now
CJompound Imerest Bond. After the 
first year you will earn interest on your 
interest at the annual rate of 8.06%, 
interest on this bond is left to 
accumulate aiul is payable only upon 
redemption or at maturity.
















The C'ompqund Interest Bond may he 
purchasci,! lor cash or oir the convenient 
Monthly Savings Plan wherever you 
hank or invest. It is available in 
cnoininatluns of $100, $100, $500, 
$l,000and:$5.000. .
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
.As ymi cim see, new Can.ida Savings 
Bonds offer you a great choicetlie 
Regular Interest Bond and the 
Uonipoiiml Interest Bond. Both new 
Hinds arc on siile now' np to a comliincd 
rotal tsnrcha.se limit of $15,000, They 
iiave been specifically designed to meet 
your savings goals. Cltoose rite one 






C30MPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST
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PHILP LACKS BASIC KNOWLEDGE 
OF WATER SITUATION WESTWOOD CHARGES
Owen Philp showed a 
“gross lack of fundamental 
knowledge of the water 
situation”, charged Aid. 
George Westwood, this 
week.
Westwood was referring 
to Philp’s claims that the 
Capital Regional District, 
through the water com­
mission, was going to 
supply water that was more 
expensive that what it
would cost if the peninsula 
was a member of the 
Greater Victoria Water 
Board.
“The only other rational 
for his comments would be 
political motivation,” .said 
Westwood. Philp and 
Westwood arc running for 
mayor of North Saanich.
The approach of joining 
the GVWD is not a new 
one.” he said, “It was
considered and analyzed 
several times by the Saanich 
Peninsula Water Com­
mittee, if he’d been 
around.”
The water committee was 
group of peninsula 
residents who worked for 
some time on obtaining 
water for the area. At one 
time Westwood had been 
chairman of the committee.
About the figures Philp 
used, Westwood said, “He 
was talking about a formula 
to be in effect in 1979, who
knows what the G.V.W.D. 
rate will be then. The 
figures used were picked to 
illustrate how the formula 
would work.
Philp’s figures were 
based on capital costs of 
$4,230,000, according to 
Westwood, in purchases 
made to date considerable 
money has been saved and 
the capital costs could very 
easily be lower than the 
original estimate.
Joining the GVWD is not 























Where meats are a specialty, 
not a sideline
Local Butchers





FOR CONTINUED PROTECTION 




Smoking in bed 
possible cause of fire
An 87 year-old Brent­
wood man who lives alone 
is recovering in hospital 
from minor burns and the 
effects of smoke inhalation.
He was found un­
conscious by his daughter- 
in-law at 9:30 a.m. Friday, 
lying beside his burned out 
bed.
Police, ambulance and a 
doctor were called to the 
scene.
' As police reconstruct the 
incident, somehow the 
previous evening, possibly 
from a cigarette, the vic­
tim’s bed had caught fire. 
The mattress was almost 
completely burned and the
bedstead was charred. 
There was also a crater 
bruned into the hardwood 
floor underneath.
The victim, apparently, 
had either been aroused by 
the fire or had entered the 
bedroom after it had 
started; but before he could 
pul it out or call for help, he 
had been o'vercome by the 
smoke.
While the victim lay 
unconscious on the floor of 
his bedroom, probably all 
night, the fire e.xtinguished 
itself by suffociation. 
Police wonder how the 
victim did not suffer the 
same fate.
MICHAEL STORRIER, 6, of 2057 Courser was 
a skeleton this week.
BRENTWOOD PHARMACY 
TARGET OF
SMASH AND GRAB THEFT
While two witnesses 
merely watched and waited 
to see how long it would 
take police to arrive, 
believing an alarm would be 
hooked up to police 
headquarters, the lone 
driver of a smaller white 
auto pulled up in front of 
the Brentwood Pharmacy, 
got out, smashed the glass 
front door, went inside, 
came out again, got into the 
car, and drove off. This 
commenced, according to 
the observers at c.xactly 2:53 
a.m. on Saturday.
Another nearby resident 
heard the sound of breaking
glass and of an alrm ringing 
and phoned Central 
Saanich police at 2:59 a.m.
Police investigation 
disclosed that a bottle of 
coughi syrup and some 
pills, both containing 
narcotics had been stolen.
Another bottle of cough 
syrup had been dropped 
and broken on the floor. 
All other narcotics were 
intact in their secure storage 
place.
Despite a general alert, 
area police could ■ find no 
trace of the srhaMef white 
auto nor of its driver.
negotiated satisfactorily, 
said Westwood.
“I admit it’s well 
run—they run it w'ith a 
profit for you-know-who.” 
he said.
It was doubtful that the 
GVWB would admit the 
peninsula on its terms and 
the peninsula would then 
become a minority voting 
member and could lose its 
ability to make its own 




A Central Saanich 
couple, whose house is 
listed “for sale”, on 
returning to their home at 
1:40 a.m. Saturday, after 
having been away since 9 
the previous morning, 
found it had been broken 
into during their absence 
and that some articles had 
been stolen.
Central Saanich police 
ascertained that entry had 
been gained through a 
basement window, which 
had been left open to ac­
commodate the family cat .
The burglary obviously 
occurred at night since 
police found spent matches 
and empty booklets all over 
the house.
The match light search 
netted the thieves a clock 
radio from a bedside table, 
some money and coins from 
a drawer in the other 
bedside table, and two 
cameras from the top of the 
refrigerator in the kitchen. 
There had been no van­
dalism.




6 pc. Starter Sets 







service station broken into
An employee of the 
Brentwood Texaco service 
station at West Saanich and 
Verdier, when he opened 
for business at 8:10 a.m. 
last Friday reported to 
Central Saanich police that 
the premises had been 
broken into overnight.
Police investigation 
showed entry had been 
gained by breaking panes 
from a north side window. 
The thief had taken a cash 
box containing $70 from a 
hiding place and had 
relieved the cash register of 
an undisclosed amount of 
change.
Since the doors of the 
service station had not been 
unlocked, police presume 
the burlgar left by the same 
window he had etttered
llospilal 
NuonlliH ahvad
The Acitic Care Unit 
extetision being added to 
the Saanith I'eninsiila 
Hospital is months ahead of 
schedule, according to John 
Stevens, hospitar ad­
ministrator, and is due to 
open (It tlieeiid ofMarcli.
Cam[ibell Consirtictidn 
was lo have completed the 
addition in rifteen months 
Irom the starting date of 
April of this year, bitl 
iiecording to the ad- 
mittisirator, the crews are 
about four montlis ahetid of 
schedule.
“We are all very pleased 
with how its going,” said 
Stevens in an Ittierview 
I uesdiiy, adding that some 
electrical equipment apd 
building supplies arc being 
held up but the delay is not 
cx|)ecied to be a great one.
This year there will likclv 
hv nIvMit new cancer
cases itiCanada. Cancer is 
lesponsible for one out of 
six deatlts ill this coumiy, 
Gii\c gencidiisl) 'tC: the 
Canadian Cancer Sireiety tt> 
support V ital research, 
education and set vice to 
cancer patients.
through.
From the circumstances 
of the case, police have a 





7I03-W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 
652-3611
for a balanced Council
-a Woman's Point of View
Vote ELEANOR SOWERBY
tor Sidney Alderman, Nov. 19
vitality ... creativity 
... clarity of mind ...
(he Transcendental Med­
itation Programme, an 
easy to learn, natural 
technique for improving 
the quality of lil'c.
Introductory lecture:
Sidney Elementary School 




Your closest hotel to The Sandown 
Racetrack. Try our re-decorated * ^Golden 
Rear'* pub or our'*Totcm Lounge."
FULL DINING FACILITIES
WEEKL Y CARARETS - Friday di Sat. 
j'oaluring
"FON'/IE'SPLACE" '
Ticket,s avaihtbic I'or your New-Year's live 
dance.
Reserve, Wow .
for your Private or 
Company Christmas Party.
Phone 656-1176




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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FACELLE ROYALE ^ 1
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Tuna Mixed Nuts I
1 2/89^ 69’ 13 oz. tin :v |
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Downtown downtown 
Downtown is in trouble in most of the cities 
and towns of North America. Even in Victoria 
where the tourist dollar supports the economy to 
a very large extent many merchants are ex­
periencing solvency problems and talk of a crisis 
of survival. -
Creeping paralysis which is overtaking so 
many downtown areas results directly from a 
• changed way of life. Families have moved from 
town to more congenial suburban surroundings, 
and business enterprise has established great 
^ neighbourhood shopping centres to serve them.
■ With free and easy parking and all that is needed 
:on the spot there is no need to venture down­
town.
Symptoms 6f the downtown malady are easy 
; to recognize, as are the reasons why Victoria has 
' lost its magnetism as a place to go shopping. The 
".changes have been gradual, but the trend of
■ business from town to suburbs has been assisted 
; by a number of questionable decisions.
When downtown streets are cleared of at- 
r tractive speciality shops and replaced by ornate 
; temples of finance and governmental agencies, 
■fhat part of tow'n has lost its attractiveness to 
■^he shopper w^jo enjoys tasteful window' displays 
land the variety offered by many competing 
|businesses. Sw'eeping away the small storekeeper 
|and erecting massive office buildings is planning 
|in blinkers.
I' When the major departmental stores closed 
gdown their long established grocery and 





Nov. 7 MONDAY - 9
a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., quilting, ceramics, 
dancing for fun; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., ceramics; 
1:45 p.m., swim club; 2 
p.m., films;
Nov. 8 TUESDAY - 9 
a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., oil painting, 
serenaders practice; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., oil painting; 
whist, crochet; 7 p.m.,
shuffleboard & games 
nisht;
Nov. 9 WEDNESDAY -
9 a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., novelties, rug 
hooking; noon, hot dinner;
1 p.m. discussion group, 
mah-jongg; 2 p.m., concert 
with The McQuillan Bros. 
& Woodv Woodland.
Nov. io THURSDAY -9 
a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., decorator paints; 
weaving, carpet bowling;
noon, lunch; 1 p.m.,
dressmaking, bridge; 7 
p.m., crib.
NNov. 11 FRIDAY -
Centre closed; open 1 p.m. 
to 4 p.m.; 7 p.m., evening 
cards.
Nov 12 SATURDAY -
open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. f 
drop-ins; 1 p.m., yoga.
Nov. 13 SUNDAY, op 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for dro 
ins; morning coffee ai 
afternoon tea served eve 
day; senior citizens ar 
visitors welcome.
THi TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
wkqU mmm
new and used « sail and power e
656-7286 10431 Resthaven































































Times shown are “Standard Time"
PARISH OF 
SOirm SAANICH
l^huttered their city premises, they w-ere directly 
“boniributina to downtown business decay. The
Iikverage housewife now goes downtown only for
Iklwell advertised sale or for an appointment atibne of other of, tlte many medical or office 
ifjuil dings."/'; ■ ■
af;'/Victoria’s plight does not directly conern
1
;Peninsula residents, but there will be sympathy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
ffllbr the traders who are attempting to inject new 
^/itality into a dwindling economy. City council’s 
Ibffer to contribute three dollars for every single 
oliar raised by the merchants for this purpose 
hould give great encouragement.
Tw'enty years ago singer Petulia Clark rose to 
ame on her song Dow-ntown (“there’s 
verything for you”). This flight of fancy is no 
onger true; but all will wish the Capital City 
uccess in its effort jo bring back prosperity to 
its merchants.
Tapping the ivater issue
We, the Peninsula 
Players, have just com­
pleted a successful run of 
the m u s i cal - CO m ed y 
“Your’re A Good Man, 
Charlie Brown” at 
Parkland Theatre. .As 
president of the club I 
would like to e.xpress our 
sincere appreciation to Glen 
Fast, Daryl Bussey, and 
Tom Lebbetter, three 
talented musicians who 
rounded but our combo and 
donated many hours to our 
production. 1 would also 
like/ to single ' out threeo 
members of the Players for 
special thanks, Doug
Bambrough - Director, 
Jacqui Coulson - Musical 
Director, and Marie Mutrie 
- Producer. Finally, our 
thanks to the people who 
made up our audiences, 




District Board, he has 
accumulated a wealth of 
e.xperince which would 
undoubtedly be of great 
benefit to the community as 
a whole. He has what it 
takes to make a good 




Downey Road. R.R. 1
ethics or
While Saanich Peninsula awaits an extension 
of the Greater Victoria water system to serve the 
three municipalities, the question of ad- 
iminisiraiion has emerged as a lively issue in the 
municipal elections,
Contention on this subject has arisen in the 
iNorih Saanich mayoral contest, where 
I Alderman George Westwood and Alderman 
^Owen Philip are the candidates, Future water 
^management policy, however is of equal im- 
p importance to the people of Central Saanich 
and Sidney, So there is a wider interest,
Alderman Pltilip is concerned that the 
Peninsula Water Commission has worked out a 
tentative cost to the Peninsula consumer of 51 
cents per lOCiO gallons, whicli he claims to be 
c.xccssivo com pared to the basic 18 cents per 
dOOO charged by Greater Victoria Water District 
to its customers. He claims that it would be 
icconomic to dissolve the peninsula commission 
and liavc the GVWD administer the extension of 
Its system; "'T
; Alderman Westwood; North Saanich delegate 
on the Peninsula commission, has publicly 
opposed the statement of his rival, and has 
^implied that GVWD in the interests of its 
corporate owners (V’ictoria, Oak Bay and 
I Saanicli) might not give Peninsula consumers a 
••fair deal if given administrative control.
- Certain facts are pertinent to the dispute, and 
/without prejudice either way might be borne in 
iiiitui: GVWD has served the unorganized areas 
Kvcsl of Victoria for many years. These areas, 
howeser, do pay diferemia! rates over and above 
ihoxc appbing in the central municipaliiie.s. 
"peninsula users under GVWD svould have a 
similar expectation.
. ....CiVWD ' i*? a ' utility specific.illy for ' rh(
distribution of water, and it has no powers of 
taxation. Its administrative exjsertise is not in 
'quertion, hot therw i*; no evidr'nct* to <;hruv that 
losls to the consumer would be lighter under its 
imanagemeni;
i On the other hand the proposals of the 
rpcninsula commission allow the individual 
Miumicipalities an amount of flexibility in 
pharge.s to commercial and domestic consumcr.s, 




It is imponani that the 
people of our community 
come to know and ap 
predate our treasures: the 
birds!
The wilderness is 
shrinking, the shoreline is 
being covered with wharves 
.and boat-houses, It is up to 
every concerned citizen of 
North Saanich to help 
preserve what is left. The 
unique csttiary or mud-fiats 
of Tsehum H.'irbour on 
McDonald Park Road is a 
bird sanctuary, where oser 
30 species of water fow 
rest and feed,
It is a pl.tcc '.shtfic the 
seals have their pups.
It IS a ; place that wc 
should hold in trust for our 
coming , generations to 
enjoy. Vhis lesel piece Ol 
property is surrounded on 
three Mdes by the sea and it 
easily accessible for the 
older folks who wish to see 
the ssaicr foul in their 
natural habitat .
It ivto be hoped that ssith 
a knossledge of ulyu i.s 
going on. ue ssill be better 
equipped to retcist the 
pressures of big developers 







I w,,(s deliel'ueJ u'nen 1 
learned that , George 
VVesiwood was otfering fits 
sers iCC'. for Masco of North
Xi'/fii.-'t' Hi'S ' ''-i’O'd .as
Aidernton vhownInin lo 
be.ti man o! his ssord uho 
dot's/J'nis hHUtunvork, ■ a 
person >Lain<iv,.u, lui
jraegrit.y,' foresighi and 
lenacit) as ..exemplified tn 
fits vlands agauvst the 




I w'ould like to correct a 
few items in your article on 
page 13 of The Review on 
October 26, 1977. While il 
is true that 1 can understand 
most of what is said to me 
in the Saanich and 
Gow'ichan Indian dialects, ! 
NEVER said that 1 was 
'totally fluent" in any 
Indian languages. If I had 
said that, 1 would be the 
first non-Indian to achieve 
that feat in British 
Columbia, It is true that 1 
can converse on a basic 
level in these tongues and 
that 1 understand them, but 
1 would say 1 am "semi- 
nueni”.
Secondly, your readers 
should know that the 
anglicized spellings o 
several Indian place-names 
were mis-spelled in the 
article. 1 would direct your 
readers who wish 
clarification and additional 
information on the subject 
to consult the original 
article which appeared in 
the September, 1977 edition 
of I'ribal Neu-,. Readers 
may obiaiiv this journal by 
u riling to the Victoria 
Indian Cultural Education 
C c lU re, 8 Ai - B M ae K e n / ic 
.Ase., Victoria VSX 3G5.





1 wish to object to the 
piopo.sed marina at Blue 
Heron Bay. I’rotecied nnid 
flats are very rare on 
southern V'ancouver Island. 
They are crucial feeding 
and resting areas for water 
birds. The Federal 
\S aierfowl Sanctuary in the 
.area indlcateds the value of 
the Bay is widely 
recogni/ed, It would be a 
shame if the whole inlet 
were developed with wall- 
to-wall Uoatv’ -which will 
certainly occur if Council 
does not take a firm stand 










Do they just suppon, 
whom ever may .serve their 
own personal needs?
One cannot help won­
dering, if they are card 
carrying members of both 
parties.
Of course, it may not be 
possible to find a true 
ideology in either party.
Sven Rasmussen 





10:00 a.m. Communion 



















find myself amazed, or 
is il ‘horrified’ by the news 
,mediawhich tellsi us that, 
unless our "dollar value 
show s. an .improvement, 
almost at once, our stan­
dard of living will decline. , 
say ‘so what’. Being 
well along in the sixities, 1 
can well remember the so- 
called “Dirty Thirties". .As 
I recall those days (very 
clearly) 1 can picture how 1 
lived! Certainly I earned 
very small wages, but eggs 
that I bought, cost me 
cents per dozen, my 
cigarettes cost me 25 cents a 
pack. Not 75 cents as they 
do now! Good sausages 
were 25 cents per lb, and my 
wages, at age 21, were 
S35.'30 a month ‘all found’!
I bought a second-hand car, 
in 1931 in Monire,al and it 
cost me S75, which I ‘paid 
off in 3 months,
1 have lived in Canada 
for 50 years and 1 say liv ed, 
not merely c.xisted! 
Recently. 1 returned from 5 
weeks spent in England - 1 
did not get to Ireland this 
time; originally 1 ,:ame from 
Dublin • and I saw the w ay 
people there live, F noticed 
that nearly all ears were new 
or; ne:trly new, the clothing 
of the inasses was excellent!
1 saw people fill expensive 
restaurants instead of the 
cheaper ones and so on and 
so forth, Well, if that is 
sub-staiidared living (their 
w .igcs, on llie w hole, are 
^li!! below .Noith 
.America's) I can take a lot 
of il! ' ■ '
Now, I. dr ive a 6 year old 
compact car, it's easy on 
gas - 36 m.p.g. and easy to 
park! ■ 1 don't warn a 1977 
Cadiliaci the use too much 
gas and are not easy to park 
in a small space,
The great m.ijoniy of 
North .Americans cat too 
much - rnyself included - 
e,g, several billion ham­
burgers are bought every
smoke cigarettes and I buy 
B.C. wine and occasionally 
a bottle of ‘‘John Jameson 
Dublin Whiskey" yes! 1 
really like, the stuff!! 
Everything I buy 1 pay cash 
for. For myself l dread the 
system of “Dollar down 
and a dollar aweek for 
life"! 1 only buy what I 
really need, not because 
‘John Doe’has it.
We can and do live on my 
Old -Age Pension plus a 
War Pension and we don't 
have to ‘scrimp’ and do 
without nice things. So if 
the Standard of living goes 
down to my level, 1 won’t 
be-c bothered, ‘ but. 1/ may 
laugh a little, even on our 
very small income! .
More than 30 years ago I 
suffered a Basal Skull 
fracture and was un­
conscious for 2 weeks and 
had two brain hemorrhages 
and yet today, Thank God 1 
am no longer paralized in 
any part of my body and I 
am no crazier than 1 was 
prior to the skull fracture!!
For this mercy 1 Thank God 
most fervently and very 
often. Going to St. 
Stephen’s Church helps to 
remind me to continue 
Thanking God, for a happy 
and healthy life for my 
family and myself, even 
though in lc,ss than 3 years, 
if 1 live, and 1 hope to. I’ll 
be TO!
N.B. Gosh, 1 vvriie even 





1 ,','.iki like to take issue
with part of your editorial 
Birds versus Boats in the 
Gciobcr 26th edition of The 
Review. Yvntr statement in 
the editorial was. and 1 
quote, "that the petition to 
Council was based on 
insufficient knowledge is 
iticscapablc and therefore it 
could be regarded as 
ptemature."
I’or your infcirtriation 
Mr, Editor, a very siH'cific 
b)-Iavv. By-lavv/249, v.va,s put. 
fortl‘1 to establish tbic area in 
question as a'development 
area and, secondly; plans 
for development," plans 
which we have'Seen, were; 
!,ubmiiicd to tire North 
.Saanich Council,
And you think we were 
premature?
If it had not been for the 
concern shown 'by the 











10364 McDonald Park Rd. 




Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644




11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer and Sunday 
School
Rector






Family Servke & 
Sundoy School 
SHADY CREEK 















7*. 00 p.m. 
Unknown’’ : 
Monday
6:30 p.m. Crusaders 
Tuesday







OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
9830 - 5th Street 
SUNDAY ; 
9:30 a.m. ' The Lord’s 
, iSupper. 
11 :(X) a.m. I'amily Bible 
Hour and 
.Sunday School 
; 7:00 p.m. Lv ening
Service
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Prayer & 
Bible Study 
Jesus said “1 am the 







Praise Meeting: Wed. 
















ALL ARE WELCOME- 
PASTOR H.E. DAWES 
656-6940 '










3rd St.W Oakville 










Your tl> oommunllY Chopolt. 
Ind«p«nd<ml Family Ownvd and 




vciir. Personallv kprefermy 
wife's excellent cot’iking! I 
own one Savlie Row vusi 
1.1 ltd ulie '.'UU/I twesd UviiOf'
made suit and the rtw! are 
odd coats and trouwn, 1
Monday, .Novt'mber 7th























IKvhcaied iv> Service 
Sensible Prices
Sands





Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Saanich Road
Saturday Mass 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m.
St. Elizabeth's 
Church
10030 Third St„ Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15 
& 11:15'
Weekday Masses 9:00

















2355 Beacon .Ave. 
Sunday, Nov. 6 
9:45 a.m. Sunday
Schoo
11:00 a.m. The Cross of 
Triumph Over Evil,
7;fK); p.m. Faith; It’s 







Pastor Darrel Eddy 
H.A.H.D, 
6564.791






“Oil Lord of hosts, 
l.lessed Is the man that 
I r u s(e t h in 
thee”—ILsalm-s 84-12
would have his foot ut the 
door .ii'sd wv w/Hiiu ftavc
tooEhc, If you were to
read the petition it says we
Continued on Page 5
'Wfjh'hit. exporience
North ,4aanK'n'/Alderman 
together wuH hi*, icrtn on 
the . C.ij,ps.iaL Regiona!
Editor, -
The Review, Sir:
tl. Yius it.MV*, 'firtete
.read the "1''Support Peier, 
Pol'kiri" .'idv,, cspccaily 
tnovc icN'ai, aiui
araens xupixmerr oi 'tie 
Frovdnci.il ■ Social'' Credit 
Party' .and Hugh Curto (the 
renegade from . the Cen- 
serva{ive..PaiJy)i, ^
: Have , these peop'fe 'no
r »*“.,{«'0*A-







K ■ Si’ (jJ'l >i
4 'C 3'V.t
k %% > . \W
1. VttAOH
,v t '■ i m ' '
■ '■ 1. ■ v.il,, 1 # •'% Gs*: 'fy; ■ U'-CXM'.'v •r>t, c K
■ * w,.'> Y* j'-yn'O'., jm, t UK
O-A U . 4 *' ■< J-4, J „..a-■ V,} m<m
m
Church of the Foursquure C 
of CiUMih
9925 FIFTH ST. SIDNEY B.C,
PASI OHS: MONTY' 1', MOORE 
lESJ.WARRlNER
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Groceries - Fruit - Vegetabies
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SIDf^EY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
Continued from Page 4
^CuDor #ift ^Ijoppe
2474 Beacon Ave. 656-3232
The Tudor House Gift Shoppe now is 
olTieially open at the new location
2474 BEACON AVE.






NOV. 4 & 5




Poached Black Alaska Cad 
WChef's Soup of the Day 
Waddling Dog Salad 
{Your choice of dressing] 







Baked Stuffed Potato 
Fresh Vegetables
$10.95
The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
Food filling ^Rgom
SERVING SUPERB' BRITISH CUISINE 





BRITISH piano & DANCING 
ENTRY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
want NO development and 
NO dredging within the 
eonfincs of the bird'san- 
etuary.
1 ean prcscnl many 
reasons why development 
should not be earried out in 
the Tsehum Harbour area 
but they are too lengthy for 
this letter. You could 
enligliten yourself and your 
readers by going to the 
Nortli Saanicli Municipal 
Office and reading the 
following documents:
(1) Norili Saanich By-law 
247(Pages 26 & 30)
(2) Ecological report by 
Dr. D.V. Ellis on Tsehum 
Harbour which warns of 
heavy metal tind 
hydrocarbon pollution.
(3) [.eiiers from Dr. R. 
Harris of tlie Canadian 
Wildlife Service which 
point out the unique 
characteristics of Tsehum 
Harbour, characteristics 
which arc duplicated at only 
one other place on Van- 
cous'cr Island.
(4) Letter from B.C. l-'isli 
tuid Wildlife Service.
To the above 1 can add 
the concern of the 
Provincial Archaeology 
Advisory Board tliat sites 
pertaining to Indian history 
will be destroyed.
1 ean also add that it 
would be very generous of 
the citizens of North 
Saanich to allow part of a 
wildfowl rclvige within their 
municipality to be used for 
mooring boats of ciii/ens 
from I he Vancouver area.
The only reason that Mr. 
Wright has proposed for 
wanting to e.xpand the 
present marina is tliat it 
would be more
“ccoiiomicaliy viable.” We 
interpret tliis as meaning he 
will increase his profits. 
This is an insufficient 
reason to destroy a habitat 
which is so unique and 
which can never be 
I'cpiaccd.
Mr. Editor, we are up 
against the continuing 
problem of dollars versus 
the environmenf, and as far 
as 1 and the hundreds of 
citizens who signed the 
petition are concerned, it is 
never too premature to 






OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCHARGE • CHARC.EX
PATRICI A BAY HIGHWAY AT 




Now liiat Mr. PETER 
POLLEN has finished 
wasting our lime (and our 
money), he must realize 
that tlie “Colonel Blimps” 
and their Ladies prefer the 
proven experience, inlegrily 











Perhaps Mr. Pollen will 
now show us that he really 
has the interests of the 
Conservative Party at heart 
and not just his own.
Let him, with liis 
dynamic personality, wit 
and charm, try lo win over 
a Ubcral or Labour seat, 
tlien, when he has gained 
some experience and 
learned his way about 
Ottawa, and perhaps 
become wiser, Saanich and 
Esquimau might be pleased 
to welcome him when our 
present member has decided 
lo retire, whicli 1 hope will 





I he Review, Sir:
While inevitable, it is 
most unfortunate tliat 
solving the water problems 
wouUi become a political 
football accompanied by 
shouts of hogwash, snide 
r 0 m a r k s , c h a r a c I c r 
assassiiuiiion and buckets 
of \cibal diiirrhea. In the 
ciucsi for votes to further 
political aspirations and 
questionable influcuee and 
prestige.
It is difficult to be brief, 
but please consider the 
following facts:
To secure the necessary 
financing, it was essential 
for the small water im- 
prox'cment districts, ’ the 
small municipalities to turn 
their assets over to the 
Capital Regional District.
It was politically e.x- 
pendient to establisli a 
peninsula water com­
mission so that former 
trustees and- present 
alderman and Regional 
Directors could be seen and 
not heard like little boys in 
adult gatherings.
The Water Rights Branch 
of the Provincial Gover­
nment through “The Water 
Act” has the authority, the 
engineering expertise, the 
background knowledge of 
lifetimes in water ad­
ministration. .
The Grcaer Victoria 
Water Distriet also has a 
lifetime of experience in 
engineering and water 
inanagemeht and through 
the authority of liie Greater 
Victoria NVatcr z\ct could be 
asked to deliver water to 
neighbouring communities 
at equitable rates on a 
regional basis as authorized 
by the controller of Water 
Rights.
A misiake was made m 
permitting the Capital 
Regional District to start 
forming yet anotlier agency 
to begin acquiring the 
engineering and ad 
minist ral ive k nowlcdge 
whidi already exists in two 
agencies not five minutes 
away. The- cost of this 
u n necess a r y agen oy 
pioinises to be staggering 
Our present Regional 
Diicclors have sanctioned 
for consideration by tlie 
Peninsula Water Com- 
missidii tin ovcrho.'id ad- 
minisi l ilt ion cost foi 
ildivciing lti9(),()()()of Wilier 
in six customers (if 
$167,50(1. No wondei there
is dissatisfaction with our 
current regional directors.
In my opinion, the 
Minister should take 
prompt remedial action to:
1. Curb the Growth of 
tlie Regional Water 
Department.
2. Through tlie authority 
provided in the Greater 
Victoria Water Distriet Act, 
ask that they deliver water 
to the fringe municipalities 
equitably on a regional 
basis at rales suggested by 
the controller of water 
rights as authorized to him 
by “The Water .Act”.
Yours most sincerely, 
R.H. Thompson, 




Past Trustee Deep Cove 
Water Improvement 
District
P.S. Mr. Philps eommeiits 
were eorreci and straight- 
forwttrd.
Editor,
The Review, Sir: 
The present Plan nine
Commilte of Nortli Saanich 
Council seems to think they 
did the community a big 
benefit by changing the past 
/.oiling of Bosun’s Marina 
property from total Marina 
to 15 acres Marina and 21 
acrexs Residential. However, 
w'illi their knowledge of the 
delicate natural cv- 
iiironment of this properly,
1 cannot .see this - both uses 
will be devasling.
Ill the information letter 
jiisl circulated re the 
development negotiations, 
Mr. Price stales that as the 
property now stands, 42 
single family dwellings on 
'/’-acre lots is the only use 
possible.
The owner proposed 
(Sept. 30. 1976) when
applying to liave the land 
released from the A.L.R. a 
p o s s i b 1 e ‘ ‘ e 1 u s t e r 
development”. In the 
Coiiiiiuniity l^lan, cluster 
development in a 
Re.sidential Zone requires 
30% of the land be left in 
open space. (30% of 21 
acres is 6.3 acres). Tlie 
coinmunicaiion with the 
Wildlife agencies suggests a 
200’ strip along the entire
north shore (3(X)()’ wliich 
would be appro.x. 15 acres.
They also state that this 
area sliould be fully con­
trolled and fenced. This 
rceommendation from the 
Wildlife people should have 
been referred to the C.R.D. 
office and the Land 
Commission in an attempt 
to have the land purchased 
as a Green-bell preserve. 
Instead, the Council passed 
the application by the 
owner to have it removed 
from the A.L.R.
The need for Residential 
Housing in this area at the 
present i.s said to be not in 
great demand. The need for 
nesting grounds in our 
rapidly declining slioreline 
habitat i.s critical, lii closing 
1 would like lo quote an old 
rhyme:
Tlic law doth punish man 
or woman
Who steals the goose 
from off ihe common;
But turns the greater 
felon loo.se







Wed. to Sat., Hov. 2nd to Hov. 5th
In your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
Beef Blode
Chuck Roast







SILVER THREADS nevt addition was opened Saturday when many 
cligniiaries and members packed the building on Resthaven Drive. One of 
llie feat tires of the extension is the billiard table. Shown here is Jimmy 
Mildcbrandt enjoying the new game.
OBITUARIES
KERR
George E. Kerr, in
Montrea!, on October 14, 
1977, aged 76 years, born in 
Nelson, B.C. formerly of 
lY'i nie, B.C. and resident of 
the Central YMCS, 
Montreal, survived by liis 
brotlier, Robert of Sidney, 
Sidney, B.C. He was a 
graduate of McGill 
University in Electrical 
ingineeriiig and worked for 
ihe Nonherir Electric Co. 
31) years in the 'i'elcplionc 
Department, Montreal.
Cremalion look place at 
Montreal and interment at 
Koyal Oak Ihuial I’aik, 
Vicioriti, B.C. (McCall’s).
JONES
In Sidney, B.C. on
rr/VA’/ V 170’ MEDICINE
IlieiifwiMnl Ua> VeleriniiiyClinie 
7153 NVest Saiiiiicli Rd.

































Tlie Best Rail 








Oclober 24lh, 1977, Baby 
Casey Alfred Jones, aged 4 
iiionihs, beloved son of 
Cieorge and Janice Jones, 
11)345 West Saanich Road. 
Besides his parents he leaves 
4 sisters and a brother; 
grandparents, Sandy and 
Ktillierine .lone.s, Sidney, 
li.C, Madeline Thomas, 
Sooke, B.C.
Prayers will be orfered in 
Ihe Sands |■lmeral Chapel 
of Roses, Sidney, B.C. on 
Wednesday, October 26ihi 
1977 tit 7:30 p.m. The rile 
(if the burial oT children 
held in Our I.ady of The 
A'.sumplion Cliiueh, We,si 
Saanich Rotid, on Tliiir- 
Miay, Oclober 27ih. 1977. 
al 1();(M) a.m. Bmiliei Tei ly 
McNamara O.M.I. 
CeleliiTiiii, Inlermenl in 
Saanich P e n i n s ti I ti 
(,'omeiery. ;
WALDRON
Al his residence, 795 
JArdmoie Dr,. Ntullt 
Saanicli, B.C. on Oclohei 
Zfiili, 1977, Mr, I.eslie 
Waldion, aged 72 years, 
horn in Uirmingham,
’, l:.nglanc| and a resldenl of 
Norili Saanieh for (he pasi
leaves his loving wife, 
Alice, at home; .sons, Ron 
in Indonesia and Neal, 
Sherwood Park, Alberta; 
daughters, Irene
Lamoureux and- Lois 
Evans, Edmonton, Alberta; 
12 grandchildren and one 
great granddaugliter, Mr. 
Waldron was chairman of 
the building committee I'or 
Ilic Sidney SilverThreads.
Memorial service was 
held in Sands Funeral 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney 
ll.C’, on Friday, October 
281 h, 1977 at 3:()() p.m. Mr. 
M. Morion ori'icialing. 
I'linvers grtilcrnlly declined. 
Those so desiring may 
contribiile to tlte Sidney 
Silver Threads Btiilding 









At Calgary, October 
2t)ili, 1977, Mrs. I'annie 
M a ry And rews, a get! 90 
years, Mayl'tlir Ntirsiiig 
Home, lonneiiy of Banlf 
anti Sidney. B.C., beloved 
inoilier of Miss Mary 
Andrews, BtinIT, Allierta. 
Privale service followed by 










2072 HENRY AVE. 
656-5845
Ht'R.S.,IRE.A.SAT.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
PREVIEW OPENING














★ Cream of Chieken
Favorite. ^

















Lalani. 48 fl. OZ. tin
Cake Mixes
Duncan Hines 18.5 oz. box
Californica Grown
Emperor or Ribier. 
Canada No. 1 Grade
lb.
j't
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Overseas executive service puts Deep Cove couple to work
ifi
Joyce & Chuck 
Swannell
What docs a deputy 
controller general for the 
provincial . government do 
when he reaches retirment 
age?
He could spend the next 
20 years of his life fishing or 
reading in an arm chair — 
or, he could do what Deep 
Cove resident Chuck 
Swannell did.
Swannell, 10960 Stechell, 
decided to put his 25 years 
of experience as a chartered 
accountant to work on a 
volunteer basis through the 
federal program of CESO, 
Canadian Executive Service 
Oversetis.
Since 1967 Swannell, and
his vivacious wife Joyce, 
have travelled round the 
world spending about six 
months in developing 
countries, volunteering 
their time and expertise to 
helping the natives.
The program works on a 
totally volunteer basis, 
according to Swannell, who 
explained that room, board 
and flights to distant 
countries are provided, as 
well as a car at the 
destination.
Volunteer professionals 
can be situated in 
Southesast Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, Central and 
South America, said 
Swannell who explained 
that his job in the various
The Seefire heats, cooks, incinerates, burns wood, coal 
and trash. In addition, it is an attractive fireplace with a 
wide screened opening that lets you enjoy the crackle 
and cosiness of a real fire. Most of its heat is radiated 
:kly and efficiently into the room, not up the 









locations he has lived in has 
been to teach a.counting, 
marketing and various 
industrial techniques.
In Malasia particularly, 
Swannell said Canadians 
are regarded very highly 
and are “by and large 
pretty successful.”
Swannell was recently 
stationed in Belize, for­
merly British Honduras, a 
country with an area of 
abut two thirds Vancouver 
Island a a population of 
140,000 people.
The average monthly 
wage is about $400 and the 
people are very happy.
Swannell .said that only 
four per cent of the 
population is of European 
descent and that the natives 
are very polite, very 
generous and speak 
English, the official 
language.
“There is no color 
barrier,” .said Swannell of 
his favorite posting, “no 
religious prejudice and 
there doesn’t seem to be any 
language barrier.”
Swannell has been to 
Malasia twice, the Sudan 
last year and Belixe this 
year. He was in Alert Bay 
for four weeks assisting 
Natives with audit 
procedures.
“We always wanted to 
travel,” said the accountant 
with a smile, ‘‘And now we 
have the chance. You earn 
an adequate allowance but 
you certainly don’t make 
any tnoney.”
According to Joyce, each 
country was so different it 
was hard to have a favorite, 
but Ktialalumper was a 
special memory, and the 
place where she took 
Chinese brush painting 
lessons.
Young blacks living there 
noticed her talent and asked 
for lessons themselves...so 
while Swannell taught 
accounting, his wife began 
art lessons for the young 
natives.
One of the most im­
portant things the Swan- 
nells learned was that many
people go to developing 
countries and want to 
change the way of liie or ol 
doing things.
“But they have their own 
sesne of values., .quite 
different.”
“When people haven’t 
got very much they depend 
on their neighbours...just 
like the farmers in the 
Canadian prairies.”
“In Belize the are very 
conscoious of their own 
failings — they are always 
trying to improve.”
Did the Swannells miss 
home?
“No we didn’t,” was the 
definite answer. ^
“We were too busy with ' 
all the new things, but we 
did miss our friends.”
^ According to Swannell, h 
is a wonderful opportunity, 
to travel and a good way to 
still contribute something 
after the age of 65.
On top of that, the ex­
perience of living with these 
sim'plc people is rewarding 
in itself...“most of the 
people we saw seemed to be 
a lot happier than a good 
deal of Canadians.” he 
said.
Safeway store extension 





KX>2 WHARf sem '«CtOJHA B.C. VBWITA PH09a(«>«)S«6-»SO!
Not one person has been 
killed in a motor vehicle 
accident in the Greater 
Vancouver area during the 
past 18 months while 
wearing a lap shoulder seat 
belt.
Food costs will not rise 
because of the 12,000 
square-foot extension to the 
Sidney Safeway store, store 
manager, Danny A-ber- 
crombie, said this week.
Anticipated growth on 
the peninsula is the reason 
for the addition to the 
grocery store and the liquor 
store next door which will 
likely offer a greater variety 
of products available for 
customers.
Both Abercrombie and 
Bernie Brackenbury, 
manager of the liquor store 
said it was likely their stores 
would carry more products.
Brackenbury said the 
Sidney outlet might become 
an all-brands store. There 
are 55 all-brands stores in 
the province and if the 
Sidney area demand 
warrants it, the local one 
mav become the next.
The 1,500-square-foot 
extension to the store will 
mean additional storage 
space. The entire customer 
area will move to the front 
of the extension and ad­
ditional storage space will 
be made in the rear.
Although space is tight in 
the existing Safeway store.




DtroeJor Susan Hetlcy Designer Jack SunonWnfU'n by Milan Siiu
McPherson ptAYHOusE
Pefiofmancos nioMly (o*cept Mondays) at 0;OO p m.MHt.nee^ Sunday. Novomber 6 and Viiodnaaday, November 9 at 2 00 p.m,
Sunday, NovtifTibor t3, one-pnee rush seatingiNoie»**yiii>cinij
TlcUeU ■millitbU >1 lh« MePhanon Playfaoux (Pli 366.6121) 
•nd lh« lillUld* Boi Offlea
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL BATES FOR STUDENTS, SENIOR 
CITIZENS, AND GROUPS OFT5 OR MOREI
All four winners of the 
Shanks’ Saddlery high 
point contest came from the 
local area it was learned 
TlVursday.
The contest sponsored by 
the Victoria firm was based 
on points i awarded at 
Vancouver Island shows in 
classes with at least ten
Open '* |) m. Ill 2 a.m. 
Fri. & Sat.
ROYAL OAK INN
4680 KIk l.ake Drive 
658-5231
Use your Eaton 6 Account. Charge*. MasterchaiQO . L(uircl l^?im
horses entered. It began in 
April and ended in Sep­
tember.
Organizers were very 
pleased with the results and 
atiribtited the high respon.se 
from children to the fact 
that they were out of school 
and were able to attend 
more shows than adults.
The champion in the 
english class was 11 years 
old, Vicki Stubbs from 8411 
West Saanich Road with a 
point total of 24.1. She rode 
T'klbii, a pinlo gelding. The 
prize was a trophy and 
custom mtide hunt boots.
Kobby Thornton, 12, 
won the western champion 
prizes of a trophy and silver 
mounted bridle aiid reins. 
He rode Fadjin Imp a pan 
Arabiaiv niare. He' is also 
IVdm the - peninsula, 200 
Lohr Road;
The english reserve also 
was Thornton on the same 
horse. The prize for this 
category was a double 
bridle and trophy.
Barbara Den Boer was 
western reserve, riding 
Moon Shadows, an 
.^ppaloosa. She lives at 
4690 West Saanich Road 
and her prize was a western 
hat, buckle and trophy.
company representative 
Brian Williams, from 
Vancouver, said the ad­
dition is being made now 
because of “the anticipated 
increase in population”.
“We’re looking ahead 
five years when we build the 
addition,” he said.
Safeway which owns the 
grocery store and rents the 
liquor store to the liquor 
administration board will 
not reveal the cost of the 
addition.
Completion date is 
estimated to be early 
February, said Williams, 
but construction delays 
around Chri.stmas might set 
back that time.
After the addition is 
completed, .Abercrombie 
said, the store would be one 
of the most modern 
supermarkets in the 
country. There will be more 
room and more products 
for sale and it will have a 
“better look”, he said.
For the best in winter tire service look for the blue and yellow 
Michelin sign—the Sign of Quality. Michelin, the All-Purpose 
Winter Radial, is specially built to handle the roughest of 
winter roads with ease... from mud and slush to hard pack 
or deep snow.
Michelin builds only one standard of tire —the very BEST. No 
matter what kind of car you.drive, Michelin is the winter 
radial for you. Come in today and prepare for winter... 










across from the Bren'i,.ood Post Office






Municipality of Central Saanich
PDMI l(’ NOl'ICF, IS Ili-Ri-BY GIVEN to the Electors of the .Municipality of 
( cut I ill Siuinich thiU a Poll has become necessary al the Election now pending, and 
ih.u I have gtiinted such a Poll, and further, the persons duly nomiiiated as Can- 


























SIIAUPL,. ■■ John Riduuil Alderman
1
«;'■ 1
11 W A KING, I'lancis I'dward AUletman 2)

















St. Cypriaii'.s Anglican 
Cluircli Hall was the scene, 
Sal, Oeloher 15th when the 
I'amily of Mrs. Nora Roger.s 
of Sidney, B.C. emertained 
at a dinner at 6;0() p.m., in 
honor of their mother’s 
SOili birthday. Rev. Hearne 
asked tlie blessing & some 
60 guests enjoyed the pot 
liiekmeal.
Patrick Doyle acted as 
master of ceremonies & 
.Mrs. Marg, Palm was at the 
piano for tlte signing of 
“Happy Biiihday”.
Mrs. Marion Dnhord 
priiposed the toast to Mrs. 
Rogers. Mrs. Rosamond 
Duke gave a liistory of her 
mother's life. The birthday 
cake, made byMarie Doyle 
wascuikV passed around.
Guests were pfcsem from 
Vancouver, Edmonton, 
Calgary, Red Deer, 
Camiosc., Vcgrevillc & 
Kiinbcy,
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9 A.M. to 9 P.M. MON. to SAT. 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. SUN. & Holidays
1TOP ROUND STEAKS
GRADE "A" BEEF $1 69
(Boneless)
RUNfP ROAST















3 lb. pkg. 23.5 OL pkg. 99











yrs, C485 W, Saanich Rd. 
H.R.'F'. Vicioria
Housewife








■xuvhj'oll vn'ii lu; oijcncd at Bionwood Llemcnlai) Swliool, ,n Tfvgf, V, .dl.v:c 
DiiVc; Kcaiiiig Idcnumiary School at 684.3 Central Saanich Road; and at the 
Municipal Hail at l9().VMi, Newton Cross Road on the 19ih day of Novemher, 1977 
tM’Hit'on (hi* hours of «,ih. and 8:(Ml p.m,, and, ihe ,‘VDVANCB POIJ. will be 
opciK'd in the NInnicipaLHall on Tlnirsday. November 17ih, 1977 and l-riday, 
Ncovmbct I8(h, 197’? between the hour!, of p.m, and 5;CKj p.in. of which 
i-i sM I bolb, is herein reiiuired to take notice and govern hiiinelfaccordinglv, n 
' ( ie en under mv liand on this'Uvl dav of October, 1977.
ffiujumpNf mw
AM BlCIVhJG NEW 
CHILPRENB BOOK.
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MVNRO CONCERNED ABOUT 
SINKING ECONOMY AND GOVERNMENT
BY
BRENDA DALGLISH
Things are in bad shape 
in this country and it’s 
going to take a long time to 
turn them around if the 
Progressive Conservatives 
get into office. Esquimalt- 
Saanich MP Donald Munro 
said this week. A spring 
election is foreseen Munro 
because the government 
expects things to be better 
in the spring of 1978 than in 
tlie fall.
capita gross national debt 
amounts to $3,111. In 1968 
the debt was $1,587 a 
person, and $1,233 in 1962.
“It’s not the govern­
ment’s job to create new 
employment.” Munro said. 
This doesn’t mean that 
make-work programs 
would be immediately 
cancelled, he said, but it 
would be the Conservative’s 
intention to encourage the 
private sector to create the 
jobs.
As with the question of 
Quebec’s separation, 
Munro said if the economy 
improves unemployment 
will improve.
He used a local example 
of the government’s in­
tention of raising the 
charges on the airport 
leasees by three times what 
they are now paying.
“That’s no way of en­
couraging small
businesses.” he said about 
the situation that was 
brought to his attention 
recently.
Munro was recently
The economy is Canada’s 
most pressing problem, 
Munro told the Review. He 
terms the government 
deposit, ‘ ‘ frightening’ ’. The 
cost of government would 
be one of the first “drags 
on the economy” that a 
Conservative government 
would attack, said.
“There’s fat in every 
department.” he said, “If 
you look at the spending 
pattern of every department 
you’ll see it soar in 
February and March.”
If a department hasn’t 
spent its budget by then it 
scurries to spend it so its 
coming budget won’t be 
* cut, said Munro.
“We have to turn back 
government expenditures. 
We now have a deposit as 
large as the budget was 
when Trudeau came into 
. office,” he said.
Just for 1977, according 
■ - to his figures, the deposit is 
over ,$9 billion and the per
appointed environment 
critic for the opposition, a 
position he expects to keep 
if the Conservatives form 
the next government.
He has prepared a brief 
for the upcoming Kitimat 
inquiry with the recom­
mendation that tankers be 
kept out of the inlet and 
Grays Harbour be used as 
the alternate site. With that 
solution, he said, there
Nvould be additional costs 
for building the basin but
compared to the cost of an 
oil spill it -was the best 
solution.
The Progressive Con­
servative party is thriving, 
according to Munro, who 
said the general meeting 
just held was a good in­
dication of the party’s 
rising star.
He said the country had 
gone to the left as far as it 
could go and it was the 
Conservatives who would 
pull it back.
About the apparently 
small number of young 
people at the party’s recent 
meeting, Munro said, 
“There were a lot more 
young people than you may 
have noticed, but we would 
be pleased to have more
join if they wish.”
The same went for civil 
servants who Munro 
chastized for refusing to 
join a political party 
because they work for 
government.
“If people can stand up 
and vote they can join a 
party.” said the retired civil 
.servant.







A total of $1,800 was 
taken last w'eck from the 
rear office of the Sidney 
Travelodge, Sidney RCMP 
said.
Police said the money, in 
small bills, was put away in 
an “unprotected area” and 
there was no sign of forced 
entry.
Hotel manager Peter 
Dentro, said a window was 
broken.
The money was taken 
sometime during the night 
of Oct. 24 by someone 
“who must have been 
familiar with the place”.
Police checked for 
fingerprints and are .still 
investigating the theft.
LANG CHARGES COUNCIL DOESNT 
CONTROL RECREATION SPENDING
Sidney Alderman Jim 
Lang rai.scd his favorite 
bug-bear at Monday night’s 
council inceting to the ire of 
fellow aldermen Jerry 
Tregaskis and Ross Martin.
The latter two council 
members are also members 
of the peninsula recreation 
commission which Lang 
charges spends money 
without first allowing 
council to .see its budget.
“1 am concerned that the 
municipality has no in- 
ormation from the 
commission in its spen­
ding—1 believe we have a 
right to look at the 
budget,” before it is ap­
proved, said Lang. •
Lang went on to explain 
that council i.s asked to pay 
for its share of the 
operating costs of the 
recreation complex and its 
programs but has no say on 
precisely how the money is 
spent. J
Acting mayor Gib Baal 
agreed with Lang saying 
that, “We as a council are 
responsible to the taxpayers 
for recreation—a con­
siderable portion of our 
budget—and arc trusted to 
act in the best interest of the 
taxpayers.”
“But we also want some 
say in recreation—wc want 
some input.”
“The recreation com- 
.mi.ssioh,” said Baal, “may 
not accept our ideas—but at 
least we will have had the 
Lopportunity.”. ,,,
Lang made a motion that 
tlie budget for recreation 
for 1978 be submitted to 
council before its ap|iroval 
but . Jerry Tregaskis 
countered that the 
document is an inch thich 
and “I’d hate to see this 
council spend a whole 
evening going over it.”
Ross Martin sided with 
Tregaskis and added that 
the legal set-up arrived at 
when the recreation 
commission was created
called for the Capital 
Regiontil District to make 
the “final determination of 
the budget.”
“This council can react 
to the budget, though,” 
said Martin, who claimed 
that “We’ve Hogged this 
horse several times.”
“1 see no precident for 
the diieetor being ham­
strung or bound by the 
decisions of this council,” 
.said Martin.
But Baal argued that in
order for Tregaskis and 
Martin to “rcpre.sent this 
council, you have to bring 
the budget to us for our 
reaction. There are certain 
things, such as how much 
money we’re going to 
spend, that we must 
di.scuss.”
It was agreed that the two 
commission representatives 
would bring a general 
budget breakdown and take 




GROWING PAINS is an 
account of the childhood 
and early life of the 
novelist. Daphne du 
Maurier. It ends when, at 
25, she married Major 
Tommy Browning, having 
published her first novel. 
The Loving Spirit, in 
previous year.
As the second of the 3 
daughters of Sir Gerald du 
Maurier, the great actor- 
manager, and the grand­
daughter of the artist and 
novelist, George du 
Maurier, she was born into 
a family which naluraily 
encouraged creative talent. 
Beginning with poems and 
plays, Daphne du Maurier 
eventually found her forte 
in the short story and the 
novel. ' '
Admirers of her writing 
will be fascinated by the 
strrry of her discovery of 
Cornwall, and of the 
de.serted house, Menabilly, 
which later became her 
home and the .setting for her 
most famous novel, 
Rebecca. Yet, as is so often 
the ease in autobiography, 
it is the memories of 
childhood which are most 
remarkable. Her father’ 
already the subject of an 
early biography by Dame 
Daphne- comes across as an 
emotional and tem- 
permenfa! man, possessive 
of his favourite daughter, 
and muchmore loving than 
her mother, with whom she 
found it hard to establish 
any intimate relationship.
I’erhaps t h.c, most sin--
I
I Sidney Carpet Cleaning
0 SPECIAL WITH THIS COUPON
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prising feature of the book 
is its revelation of Dame 
Daphne’s, penetrating 
realism and sharpness of 
judgement, surprising 
qualities in a great romantic 
novelist. This is a book for 
marry readers - well 
illustrated, a pleasure to 
read, and delightful in its 
disarming simplicity and 
modexsty.
GROWING PAINS is 
available from both the 
Brentwood and Sidney- 
North Saanich Branches of 
the Regional Library.
Mr. & Mrs. Rogers, 
attended the wedding of 
, tlieir son, Roy to Theresa 
Dobos, in Rinibey, on Oct. 
























to 2471 BEACON AVE. and 3rd ST
ACROSS 3rd ST. FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL
ALL SIZES 5 »24 and 38-40
Also Half Sizes
ARE NOW JM THE ONE^S
SAT., NOV. 5 OPENING SPi
Plus SALE on some SWEATERS
We wish to extend our appreciation to all who have contributed to the renovations of our new location. Especially to 
KEN MeINTOSH (Contractor) for his effort to see a job extremely well done, ctnd for his exceptional Interest to moke 
up for the absence of one of our company due to illness. THANKS KEN.
^ ' Monica Kateley fit Gladys Marshall L,
■1'
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Life saving course given through local school hoard
By Brenda Dalglish
What would you do if 
you were talking to a friend 
and suddenly he bagan 
gasping for breath and 
appeared to be experiencing 
great chest pain? If you had 
taken the local school 
board’s one night course on 
heart resuscitation you 
might be able to save his 
life.
Brain cells begin to 
seriously deteriorate after 
four minutes without 
oxygen. Immediate cardio­
pulmonary resuscitation is 
vital.
With heart disease one of 
the greatest medical 
problems of our 
population, the situation 












“The technique is a 
manual labour that requires 
manual skill.’’ stated Rest 
Haven Hospital nurse Betty 
Johnson. Johnson assists 
with the school board’s one 
night courses on 
resuscitation.
The board offers the 
three and a half hour course 
for a five dollar fee to 
anyone interested in 
learning this life saving 
skill.
Because, as the nurse 
emphasized, it is a manual 
skill it requires a certain 
amount of demonstration 
and practise to learn the 
technique well enough to 
revive a dying person. 
Although we may all have 
heard of various types of 
resuscitation methods, just 
knowing about them isn’t 




7103-W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
652-3611
Heart attacks aren’t the 
only reason why a person 
would need to be revived. 
Stroke, electrical shock, 
drowning, motor vehicle 
accidents, drugs and/or 
alcohol overdose may also 
stop breathing or the heart 
beat and require 
resuscitation.
ESsJ
Heart attack is easily the 
most common problem, 
one is likely to face. To 
determine whether a heart 
attack is occurring Mrs.
WATiHFilOMT
11.8 acres located on Landsend Road 
zoned Vi acre min. - good holding.' 
Property with 585 of waterfront. Asking 
$275,000.00 with $120,(XMD.OO down, for 
further information contact Stewart 
in Vancouver at 273-1651 or 943-9930.
Johnson listed these 
symptoms: (1) pain, either 
excruciating pain in the 
centre of the chest under the 
breast bone that may extend 
into the jaw and the arms or 
mild pain, often described 
as a pressure on the chest, 
(2) perspiration, (3) pallor, 
possibly greyness and'' 
sometimes blueness in the 
extremities, 4) nausea, (5) 
palpitations in the heart.
Mrs. Johnson said if a 
person thinks a heart attack 
might be occurring, either 
to themself or to someone 
with them, they should 
immediately call for 
medical assistance. The 
emergency number for the 
entire area is 595-9911.
Most heart attack 
patients later report they 
suffered symptoms for 
three hours before calling 
for medical help. Often, 
according to the nurse, it is 
during those first hours that 
the greatest damage is done 
to the heart.
After the ambulance is 
called the patient should be 
supported but not 
necessarily made lo lie 
down because it is often 
easier to breathe in a sitting 
position. Circulation 
sho'uld be assisted by 
loosening clothing and 
footwear. The patient 
should be kept warm and 
reassured.
If the attack worsens and 
breathing or the heart stops 
then cardio-pulmonary 
resuscitation must begin.
Although the procedure 
can be e.xplained it takes 
practice and supervision to 
learn it. The nurse em­
phasized the technique 
should not be used on a 







Brought to you through the courtesy of the
SIDNEYREVIEW
LOCATING THE POSITION for cardiac compression is important. 
Here Betty Johnson, (centre) a nurse from Rest Haven Hospital shows 
members of the school board’s cardio-pulmonary resuscitation class the 
proper spot. ,
Guest opinion
Canadian Power Squadron will hold a 
pre-cruise get together at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall 1660 Mills X Rd. 
on Thurs. Nov. 10 from 2000 to 2200.
;«■
mI h'i
High winds in peninsula 
waters have kept Sidney’s 
RCMP boat jumping 
during the last week but no 
injuries or extensive 
damage has been reported.
, The most recent accident 
occurred on Monday at 
2:30 p.m. when a sailboat 
overturned near D’arcy 
Island. Two other sailboats 
tipped over near Forrest 
Island during the weekend, 
police saidr
One sailboat was pulled 
from the rocks near Forrest 
Island on Saturday and 
another was assisted after it 
overturned on Friday.
The boat was righted by 
another nearby vessel and 
was being towed when the 
line broke.
•om the 
Vancouver Board of Trade
Ifti UNIT 302 Army, Navy & Air Force 
SOCIAL AFTERNOON Saturday, November stu
FROM 2 to 7 P.M., LEGION HALL, Mills Road 
JOHN MCKENZIE ENTERTAINS 




C’ONCliKNED CITIZENS INVITED TO ATTEND 
ORGANIZED DISCUSSION ON THE ISSUE OF
. The Royal \hsit is over. 
Her Majesty the Queen and 
Prince Philip have departed 
to continue the Jubilee 
Celebrations in another 
pan of her realm .
What is left? Some spare 
■bunting,: :perhaps rain-: 
sodden and windiorn Hags, 
a pile of dismantled 
barricades and sorhe 
carefully preserved 
giltedged invitations to state 
dinners and receptions.^,For 
those who actually met the 
Queen, or for those who 
.saw 'her, maybe some 
treasured memories 
memories which can be 
stored for later years then 
recalled and recounted for 
family, friends and other 
envious listeners.
What is this strange 
effect of the Queen? What 
mysterious power does she 
exert that Canadians of all 
ti i f f e r e n t e t h n i c
backgrounds, of varying 
cultures, religions and 
incomes, have such strong 
feelings of admiration and 
love?
We cannot pretend that 
there are not those who say 
“Hut she is the Queen of 
l•nglarltl, we are 
Canadians’’, Since this is 
rarely said openly, we 
suspect that these murmurs 
do not come from real aini- 
monarchisis; they do not 
indie.ite true dislike of the 
crown. It is tloiibtful 
whether such comments 
originate front strongly 
nationalist C'iinadiims vviilt 
any reiison to resent the 
British influence.
Sympathy has been 
expressed for immigrants 
coming from coitntries 
outside the Commonwetilth 
and w ho cannot he expected
to respect our Queen. One 
is tempted to ask “WHY 
NOT?”. People who come 
to Canada to enjoy our 
standard of living, /our 
freedoms and the op­
portunities, here, are hardly 
in a position to pick and 
choose which pieces of the 
Canadian mosaic of life’ 
they W'ill endorse. Canadian 
citizenship commands, and 
expects, allegiance to the 
Crown as head of state. 
.Anything short ranks as 
anarchy and should be 
treated as such.
But if we suggest such 
claims upon Her Majesty’s 
Canadian subjects, what 
can we expect - or demand - 
from our monarch? Ever 
since the Magna Carta was 
signed in the thirteenth 
century, royal subjects have 
had certain rights and the 
role of British monarchs 
has been restricted to 
something much less than 
tyranny and dictatorship.
We are happy that our 
Queen believes and indeed, 
exemplifies, the established 
viriuos; stressing the im 
ponance of home life, duty 
tmtl loyalty, Her smile and 
ware are known throughout 
the world, her interest m the 
lives id' all her people is 
iippreciaied, Bui it is not 
enough to wear ti crown ami 
-well-reign,
rile Queen is a working 
woman ' like mtuiy of us, 
she lias been kiiown to ease 
off her shoe> when lier feel 
,iic tired or put on her 
eyeglasses, but only liv toad! 
N es, she is a working 
monarcli with, tt job that 
I'ew would envy, Daily she 
absorbs the contents of the 
notorious boxes which 
arrive from various
government departments 
and is well prepared for 
conferences and briefings 
with her ministers. Royal 
assent to new' legislation is, 
something more than a 
cursory glance before the 
affixation of the royal 
signature. It is her concern 
that the rights of her people 
are protected and that any 
proposed legislation is for 
the common good.
As head of state, the 
Queen receives and en­
tertains many visitors. This 
chore is performed by 
elected officials in other 
republican countries - often 
with considerably more 
expense to the nation's 
taxpayers.
The steps lo the method 
are (1) Try to rouse the 
patient, check to see if he is 
breathing, watch for the 
chest to rise and fall. Put 
your cheek near the victim’s 
mouth to feel his breath.
(2) Tilt the head back 
with your hand on the 
victim’s forehead, lift the 
patients jaw (This should 
pull the victim’s tongue 
back from his throat 
clearing the breathing 
passage).
(3) If the patient has not 
resumed breathing, pinch 
the victim’s nostrils closed 
and cover his mouth 
completely with your 
mouth. Blow forcefully 
four times in rapid .suc­
cession to inflate the lungs 
without allowing for lung 
deilation between breaths.
(4) Then cardiac com­
pression should be per­
formed. Locate the proper 
position on the victim by 
feeling his rib cage, moving 
your hand to the hollow 
immediately below the 
breastbone. With your 
middle finger in the 
breastbone hollow, place
' the index finger beside it 
and then using it as a 
marker lay the heel of the 
other hand beside the 
finger. This marking care is 
necessary because pressure 
on the lipof the breastbone 
could break it, causing 
harm to internal organs.
(5) With one hand in 
position, place your other 
hand on top of the first and 
interlock the fingers.
(6) With head and 
shoulders directly over the 
hands and arms straight 
begin a slight rocking 
motion with your body to 
achieve a smooth pumping 
motion. Count to 15 with 
this and then switch back to 
lung inflations.
“Do not stop for more 
than five seconds.’’ said 
Mrs. Johnson. “At no time 
should you make the 
decision that the victim is 
dead; continue . the 
resuscitation until either the 
victim survives, advanced 
methods arrive or you must 
quit because of
exhaustion.” :
Two persons can perform 
the resuscitation, one giving 
mouth to mouth while the 
other does the chest 
compressiofis.
More information about 
the school board’s class can 
be obtained by calling 656- 
nil. The next class is 
scheduled for November 28 
in North Saanich School.
two tickets to a 
Victoria Cougars Game!




Next timo you drive into 
Horbour Toxoco, collect your 
voucher with your lill-up, and 
enter the drow for 7 tickets to a 
Vlctorio Cougors home gome. 
Check with Horbour Texaco for o 
list of winners, V/inners must 
onswer a skilFtosting question, 
but no purchase Is required.
i
NEXT COUGAR GAMES 
SAT., NOV. 5, 8:30 p.m. 
Brandon vt. Victoria 
Tu»». Nov. 8, B:00 P.M. 















Full-time forceful representation of the 
Sidney taxpayer at Regional Board level 
as well as City Council.
As head of state, the 
Queen represents our 
country. It was to US that 
slie spoke after reading the 
text prepared for the 
Throne Speech. It was to 
US iluit that she said 
“Canada is entering a new 
era • an era of increasing 
confrontation, tension and 
division - or an era of 
enhanced freedom, co- 
operaiion and unity of 
purpose.’’ The Queen 
dedicated herself anew to 
the people and nation that 
site is very proud to serve.
1 he (/inacln-f hina friendship Assoi.iation [iresents; 
Doc tor-Novel ist-Historian
HAN SU-YIN on CHINA
SaySaturday, November 79, 7977 fl p.m. Oak 
lunior Hifjh, 2107 Cadboro Bay Road. Vicioria
Dr, Han is visiting North America as a guest of the 
American Cancer Society, Part Belgian, part 
Chinese, she has worked and traveled extensively in 
China Her many novels include A Many- 
Splendourod Thing and Winter Love Among her 
recent historical works are a biography cif Mao Tse- 
Tung and a study of moilern Tibet
Tickets $2,.50 Avatlable at Munrn's Hooks, 74J Vativs and Market
Square, or from the China-Canada Tnendship Association. Bos 5074.
Station H. Victoria. VHR fsN i
It would seem a fitting 
trihute in this year of her 
Jubilee, if wc were to 
dedicate onrselyes attew to 
our country, in effect, 
renew "our ciii/enship. In 
this way we might ensure 
that tlte eta wc are entering 
is an era of enhanced 
freedom, co-operation and 
unity of purpose.
rite choice is ours,
New at Butler Brothers
CANADA'S FUTURE
HOW ro ACH lEVE BETTER GOVERNMENT THROUGH;
CONSTITUTION AL REVISIONS 
STRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS
Tliis non polLical mcciing is one of a series being held 
thfotighonl western Canada to determine tlie viewpoint and 
ideas of responsible people on what must be done to improve 
:i j it ii.sG ulne.ss »ind cl 1 iciciiwy uf,Ciovci Liiiicul,
tfOlY TRINITY CHURCH HALL • MIUS ROAD 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12 ■ 1:60 P.M. 




Rent the fnntnstic m?w l.,tp& Out Hydro-Mist Mnchine 
for superior cariwt clcnninp. Ltxwenii and 
reinovos dirt, previous shamiwio residue, 
and nil 10 DO'’/ of the moi.siure in just 
one step. Lightweight machine and
pop-up handle makes this Model tt;!,'
soeaay to operate. Save money.,, 
got results just like « professional!
AVAII.AHI.K 
FOU RKNI AL 







2046 Keating X Rd. / 652-1121 ud. ,
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MUNRO ELATED BY VOTE OUTCOME
MUNRO [RIGHT] expresses his obvious happiness with victory while 
opponent Pollen appears somewhat disgruntled
I
By GORDON EWAN 
; It was back to work as 
usual for the Esquimalt- 
Saanich member of 
parliament, Donald Munro,
; Ipn Sunday following his 
\ 'successful defence of his 
;; ; c a n d i d a t u r e v e r s u s 
; ;; challenger; Peter Pollen at 
; ; the Progressive Gon- 
1 ‘servative nomination held 
; in the Memorial Arena last 
Saturday night.
: On being contacted by
^ phone, the noticeably 
• happy politician told The 
Review he’d been receiving 
calls all day. Most of them, 
Munro said, were 
t congratulatory, but some, 
about half a dozen, were 
from constituents who had 
jobs for him to do for them 
in Ottawa.
Yes, Donald Munro 
assented, he would be 
pleased to say something to 
peninsula residents, 
i “Tell them,” Munro 
said, “I am dcliglited so 
many of them showed up 
on Saturday evening and 
demonstrated their con­
fidence in my representing 
my views for them in 
Ottawa. They can be darn 
sure 1 will go on 
representitig them in 
Ottawa the same way."
“Their problems are my 
problems,’’ Munro con- 
chidetl,
When asked on Siittirday 
. night if he had a statement 
for The Review, Donald
Munro’s opponent, Peter 
Pollen replied, “Well, 1 
don’t agree with its last 
week’s editorial.’’
The nomination meeting 
was one of the largest ever 
held in Western Canada.
Owing to the hard fought 
CO nt est, P rogressive 
Conservative party 
membership had zoomed 
from 350 to over 2,400 in 
the last two months. A large 
hall had lo be hired to 
accommodate the expected 
turnout. So, the Memorial 
Arena, costing about 
$5,000 had been reserved. 
ONE SPOILED BALLOT
In the event, 1,422 
members registered. Of this 
number, 1407 voted, 762 
for Donald Munro and 644 
for Peter Pollen, with only 
1 spoiled ballot.
In his opening remarks, 
the association president 
Pat Croflon apologized for 
some aggravation caused by 
the 'credentials procedures 
in which members were 
issued their ballots. The 
requirement for
d 0 c u m e n 1 :i r y ‘ ‘ i d e n - 
lification’’ in addition (o a 
rnembciship card forced 
many wives to sign af­
fidavits tliiii (iiey in fact 
lived with their husbands. 
Mrs. Donald Munro, 
herself, I'ound out that her 
Ottawa driver's licence was 
not sufficietit. As a result of 
this officialism the “tip- 
peals table’’ had been
sw'amped.
Next on the agenda was 
the introduction of special 
guests.
Among them was the 
Honourable Major General 
George Pearkes, V.G., who 
received a loud ovation.
The routine business of 
the meeting had hardly got 
underway when a -young 
man rose on a point of 
order. The meeting, he 
claimed; was fraudulant 
and had been called under 
false pretenses because tire 
executive had ruled that 
only members of 18 years of 
age or older may vote 
whereas the sole criterion in 
the association’s con­
stitution was that a member 
should be in good standing 
for 14 days in order to be 
qualified lo vote.
The chairman denied the 
point of order by ruling that 
the association went by the 
federal rules for elections.
The young man 
challenged the ruling. When 
the question was put to the 
meeting the chair was 
sustained unanimously.
Nominations having been 
called, Donald .Munro w'as 
nominated by Donald J. 
McLaurin, seconded by 
Mrs. Helen Esau and Peter 
Pollen was nominated . by 
Russ Simpson, seconded by 
Frank Norton.
Nominators wore allowed 
to speak for six minutes, 
seconders for three minutes 
and candidates for 10 
minutes. Speaking order 
was alphabetic according lo 
candidate.
T R O U B L E D BY
LIBERALS
“Most of us here 
tonight,’’ Donald 
M c L a u r i n , Munro’s 
nominator, thundered, 
“arc greatly troubled by the 
Liberal fumbling in 
Ottawa. The only way out is 
to rid ourselves of the 
withering Liberal blight and 
pul in a Conservative 
government. To this end 
our responsibility tonight is 
to choose a candidate who 
will be sure lo win this 
seat.’’
McLaurin then went on 
to cxtoll Donald Munro’s 
qualifications and ac 
complishments.
Munro’s seconder, Mrs, 
Helen Esau had a gentler 
approach. Donald Munro, 
she told the audience, was 
the easiest man to find 
when she came out to the 
coast two years ago. He was 
in his Munromobile at the 
Saanichton Fair.
Since then she had found 
him honest and with the 
highest attribute - integrity. 
He was, she said, a 
diplomat in every sense of 
the word.
“He’s an English 
speaker,’’ Mrs. Esau 
concluded,“who knows 
French. We have a good 
tiling going in Don Munro. 
Let’s keep him there.’’
, Donald Munro came out 
figliling. He castigated the 
Liberal government for 
avoiding its responsibility in 
the RCMP affair. He 
enumerated, as desperate 
conditions and conflict on 
all fronts, the failing 
economy, the national debt.
unemployment, inflation 
and the devaluation of the 
dollar. He cited the 
divisiveness of the country' 
and the erosion of moral 
standards. “Is it any 
wonder’’, Munro asked, 
“that wc arc in a state of 
crisis.’’
GOT TO GO 
Then Munro exploded; 
“This government has got 
to go.’’
The theme of the 
remainder of his speech was 
his statement: “1 am a 
person who can work on a 
team, but who hasn’t 
neglected people at home."
This theme was 
illustrated by anecdotes of 
his broad diplomatic ex­
periences, his contributions 







nominator, Russ Simpson, 
interpreted the “tremen­
dous gathering here 
lonighl’’ as “dedication on 
the pan of Conservatives to 
participate in finding 
solutions.’’
He then named the 
problems and labelled as a 
national disaster 
“Trudeau’s expansion into 





M/1 J.-GEN, GEORGE PEA RKES
Miiiiro’s noniiiihlor Don Mcl.uurin
I'Uni lC NOTICF is lieivby given lb the electors of the Mimieipiilily aforesaid Ihiil a poll has become 
nccessaiy at the election itow pending and that 1 have granted stich poll; AND FUR rilliR, that tlte 
pet sons duly notninaled us candidates tti the sitiil election, foi whom otily votes will he leeeivetl are:
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■lerry P,
Re.sidenthil Address
2.24.5 .liiines While Dlvtl,, Sidney 
2(M)9 Courser Drive, Sidney 
2453 Beacon Avenue. Sitincy 
20b,"1 Piercy Avenue, Sidney 
10173 Melissa Street, Sidney 
2010 Courser Drive, Sidney 
\/an Isle Marina, Sidihjy 
bHH4 Fifth Stieet, Sidney 
2264 Gail Place, Sidney
Oecii|Mitioiv











HEfilONAL BOARD l>IRE(,;«<)R - 2 YEAR TERM - P)7H/7b()Ni:|l) TO UE: ELIICI IvD
.Inn 10173 Melissa Stieet, Sidney Retired
,lcir,vP. ,I 2264 Giiil PI,ICC. Sidney , Cicdii Manager
Sui'h poll ,,.-(11 h.,‘ opened ,M (he Shiney Flememary Scluvd, Henry A'.,.‘nn':' 
B.C', on Sitturday, the Ibih day of Novenrbei 1077, between the hours of 8 a.m.
and '’th Sto 
and H part,
et Sidns"
An advanced polLwi 
I6llt dav of Novi'inber.
II be held at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Aventte, Sidney, on Wednesday, the 
in77_ die hours isf 0 rn and 4 p.m, for ihos,' nli'i'U'rs "'ho iwpeci (o
be-absent from the Town on Polling Day or, ihroiigh circumMances beyond their control will not he 
able to attend the Poll on Polling Day; or are, for rctisons of conscience, prevented from voting on 
Polling tTay,
I Aery person is hereby rerptired to take notice of tbs'ttbos'c and gosern himself accordingly.
GIVI^N UNDER MV HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C. THIS hi DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1977.
.1 (..i.s. l.ogait
Reiiirriing Officer
Russ Simpson’s proposed 
remedy was “to restrain 
Trudeau and lo restore the 
country.’’
Peter Pollen, Simpson 
said, was the man to help 
Joe Clark do this. He then 
cited Pollen’s experience in 
financial administration.
The seconder, Frank 
Norton, maintained the 
same line. “Peter Pollen", 
Norton said, “has financial 
and business acumen. 1 
endorse him from every 
point of view, without 
re.scrvalion.”
It was then Peter Pollen’s 
turn to speak.
EARNEST P1':RSUASI0N
“This meeting,” be said, 
"is the culmination of 
many w’ceks of earnest 
persuasion, of people in­
volvement and of political 
speeches. This community, 
tliis party and wc can­
didates arc the better for 
this exchange of ideas and 
this competition, for ibis is 
what democracy is all 
about.”
Getting onto politics, 
which was what the meeting 
was all about, Pollen said: 
“Trudeau has delivered lo 
our country a ‘certain 
despondency’ - to use the 
words of our prime 
minister. Trudeau said that 
and he should know.’’
Pollen then listed the 
despondencies, em­
phasizing the financial 
ones.
Conservatives, Pollen 
claimed, had not challenged 
the parly in power 
vigorously enough. They 
must do so before the 
despondcucics changed to 
despair, Pollen urged. 
“They are challenges now, 
not problems. We must rise 
to meet these challenges.’’
Pollen then outlined what 
he thought ought to be done 
in specific areas.
In his closing. Pollen said 
“1 w'ould like lo he your 
candidate to express your 
concerns and angers and 
hopes in Ottawa.”
Members llicn proceeded 
to cast tlicir secret ballots. 
During the count, guest 
speakers. Victoria MP 
.Allan McKinnon, and 
York-Sinicoc MP Sinclair 
Stevens, addressed the 
meeting. Witli tlie an- 
nonncemcnl of results, llic 
meeting dispersed abruptly.
for Cautious Management of your Tax Dollar |
Vote ELEANOR SOWERBY









'We were pleased to supply the flooring."
BASTION THEATRE 
OPENS NEW PRODUCTION 
THIS WEEK
wilh
Mystery, suspense, the 
clash of religion and 
emotion, a surpirse ending 
all add up to THE 
RUNNER STUMBLES, 
Bastion Theatre’s next 
production, November 4 - 
19 at the McPlicrson 
Playhouse.
THE RUNNER 
STUBLES is centered on 
the trial of a priest for the 
murder of a mm, and is 
based on an aclual-turn-of- 
ihc-ccnlury murder trial in 
Michigan.-
AUhough THE RUN­
NER STUMBLES has been 
performed on Broadway 
and abroad, this is its first 
outing in Canada. It should 
prove to be a very popular 
play with audiences here.
Director Susan Fericy is 
an interesting, person, in
Stdney Softball To 
Elect New 
Executive for 1978
riic Annual General 
Meeting of the Sidney 
Softball Association will be 
held in the Sidney Hotel on 
Monday Evening, Nov. 7th 
al8:()()p,m.
Main item on the Agenda 
will he nominal ion of a new 
oxeeulive to handle Ihe 
affairs of the Association 
for tlie coming season.
All managers and 
eoaclies liave been notified 
ol this ineeling iirid 
remiiulcd tif their 
rosponsihiruy to ensure 
capiihle pel sons are .selected 
or nomination.
Reid Hannan, present 
ditiirmtin, said that the 
Sidney Soflhiill Association 
is ill pteseiii in an envious 
iiid healiliy position iind 
imisi not he allowed io 
deteriorate hut expiind and 
piospcr and coniimie to he 
reeoirni/ed ns the niost 
piogressive league ini 
Vancouver Island,"
that she is young, and 
female, and making her 
mark in the toughest part of 
theatre w'ork wliich has 
traditionally been con­
sidered male domain.
Five members of the 
company were also in tlie 
cast of AFTER 
ABRAHAM, and kepi up 
the arduous schedule of 
reliearsiiig one part in the 
afternoons, while per­







22 YEARS PLUMBING EXPERIENCE 
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
SPECIAL RATES FOR PENSIONERS
iV * it it
A 7' 'it if it it ic i( it it ir -k
From
Kngltnui
.lohn l.oweih of 
Maidenhead, Berkshire, 
I'Jigliind is visiting his iieiee 




Fri. Nov. 4,'77 
7:IK> P.M.
‘ Tsurlllp Long House
Wb»1 Soaimh RttunvB
tv*ryoti* Wiltomvtl
f'roc««)t!» 0"ln(j lowHiiti. X-Mo» 
I
FoMrl*' I- Coll •# lor tolo nlio,
rioMutitiin loi RDtnrnOflo
aiootlwlly Tlionk yoo,
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H.C. PLUMBING 
& HOT WATER 
HEATING LTD.
Phone 656-2723
— 24 HR. SERVICE —










Warm and convcnicnl, 2nd 
floor, 2 bedroom condo.
f Balcony, carpels, ap-
tpliances, sun view room, 
hec. room, conlrollcd 
ienlrance. $39,900 
! liOD’S
I LITTLE ACRE 
; Idyllic Vi acre on Birch 
,-Road in Deep Cove. All 




i 1.9 ac. of secluded orchard. 
! on southerly hillside. 2 legal' 
\ parcels, one with older 
> home on watermains. Share 
' this with a friend or a horse.
I Package, $80,000. 
i MELODY PLACE
1 '/’ Acre of treed land in 
I area of new homes with 
I some wildlife and the 
I melody of a price of only 
(i $22,500.
I FOR RENT 
I Ardmore, large un- 
ifurnished, 3 bedroom, 










2 Bdrms. Basement wilh 
garage. Close lo town and 
.sea. New roof, Franklin, 
Heavy Insulation, W/W, 




'‘APPLES" Our now crop is now 
avoilable ot Saonich Orchards off 
Stelly’s X Rd. 652-2009. 35-T.F.
BIISC.'WABTSB
WES LTD.. • realtor
386-6331
BLUE WATERS 
Immaculalc one Bdrm. 
Condominium with terrific 
water views. Quiet area of 
Sidney. Price reduced to 








Good building lot near 
Sidney with beach access 
and terrific views. Now 






TEN ACRES 2 miles outside Nakusp, 
1'/j acres portially cleared. Post and 
boom cobin, water through property; 
cedar trees. Asking$30,000. Bok 508, 
Nakusp, B.C. VOG IRO. Phono 265- 
3146. 44-1
NEW THREE BEDROOM North Soanich 
Homo for sale. Potentiol in-law suite. 
Will consider trade. 656-4745. 44-2
SIDNEY — 3 bedroom no step 
bungalow. Largo living room, 
firoploce with hootilotor. now cor- 
pots throughout. Newly decorated, 
fenced, nice trees and evergreens. 
$49,500. Large mortgage available. 
Call6561374. 44-2
OPEN HOUSE DAILY 1 to 4 p.m. Three 
bedrooms, $71,500. Reasonable 
offets considered. 2178 Brodford 
Ave; Sidney. 656-2913. 44-1
REilRING? Looking for investment? 
Consider the Arrow Lakes Area. 
Pork-like subdivision neor Burton. V2 
ocre lots only $6,000. Homes at 
Nakusp In the $30,000 range. Selkirk 




li Nov. 15, $550/M.











!| '^-rr^Sidneyv B;CV;;656- i 154 -y ,
I /'. WATERFRONT 
hi Drive by 506 Lands End
656-5511
4 Road and you will se a
dandy little well-built home 
situated with 50 ft. of 
Shoreline with a good 
boathouse and ramp. There 
I are two bedrooms plus one 
’ room Summer Cottage and 
garage. Large sundeck. 
Views to Cowichan Bay.
Asking $79,000.
Another good home with a 
pleasant in-law suite 
downstaris. Yes, it hs the 
finest views Cordova Bay 
has to offer. Sundeck and 
cement patio from the 
upper and lower levels 
rcpsectivcly. Be sure to view 










Splendid 3 bedroom 'A 
Aero Bazan Bay location 
wiili two levels offering 
panoramic Water and 
Island views. Electric tram 
and path lo nice beach. 
Municipal water and well. 
Excellent walL'rfronl voluc. 
$115.0(K). ML 27452.
Jim Jones 6.56-4597
Jack FeUierston 652-2269 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY FUIII.IC
FURNISHED UNITS Sandown Motei 
winter rotes from $210.00 and up 
Kitchen units. In Brentwood Shopping 
Centre. 652-1551. 41-tf




AUTOS S BOATS 
FOR SALE
WORK WANTED
MERCURY COMET 1965, Blue, fair 
condition. May be seen nt 10017 Filth. 
S500.655-I5B9. 44-1
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous service. 
656-I748._______^________________tf
SIDNEY CAR MART
CARPENTER SEEKS WORK, Any job, 
lorge or small. Renovations, od- 
ditions. sundecks, etc. 656-6487. 29-tf
DRY STORAGE: small gorago or 
outbuildings suitable for storing odds 
and ends. Sidney or Swort? Boy orna. 
Phono 656 6595. 44 • 1
WE COLLECT AND PAY HALF price lor 
Boer and Pop bottles. 656-6656. 44-4
WANTED
652-5694.
- Bfl. tiuck canopy. Phone 
44 1
ELDERLY LADY wishes to buy old 
fashioned eariings. Phono evonirtgs 
for appointment. 656 5847. 44■ 1
AUTOS 0 SCATS 
FOB SAIB
1957 VOLKSWAGON VAN. Cam- 
perized interior, engirto needs work. 
Best offer. Col) 656-9090 between 
8:30 ond 9:00 p.m. 44-1
BUY IN SIDNEY 
& SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­
cycles & Recreation 
vehicles.
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning, 
von Schuckmonn. 656-1990. 41-11
mm EVENTS
BINGO, K OF P HALL, 8 p.m.. 
Vhuf sdoy. Everybody welcome. t(




A.C.W. BRENTWOOD COLLEGE 
Momorial Chapel. Christmos Bazaar. 
Soturday. Nov. 5. 2-4:30 p.m, 
Brentwood Community Holl. 
Noodlework, Home Baking, 
Delicolosson, Plonts, Attic Treasurer; 
White Elephant Tea 75c. All welcome.
43-2
SIDNEY CAR MART
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5. 1977 11 
a.m. Soonlchton Fair Grounds, Fraser 
Valley Hunt. For further information 
652-2019. 44-1
PERSONALS
EARS PIERCED. Medi-System. Nor 
Alergenic studs. For appointment col 
6.56-5403. tL.
THE STAFF AND STUDENTS OF
Keating Elementary School would 
like to publicly thonk the parents of 
the Keating Home and School 
Association for all the time and effort 
they put in to making the 1977 Fun 
Fall Fair such a great success, We 
would also like to thank all Central 
Saanich residents who gave such 
generous donations to the fair and o 
special thanks to everyone who in 
one way or another lent their 
support. 44-1
BORN TO PATRICK AND ELIZABETH 
KERFOOT, ot Royal Jubilee Hospital 
on October 30. 1977. a daughter 
Stepfionie Adrianne. 44-1
DOUBLE HOUSE. 2 bedrooms ond one 
bedroom. Stove, fridge, corpets. 
large lot at back. Front $175.00; Bock 
$250,656-2282. 44-1
FURNISHED UNITS. Winter rotes from 
$210 and up. Kitchen units. In 
Brentwood Shopping centre. 652- 
1551. 44.ff
SIDNEY, one block off Beacon 2 
bedroom apartment. New Wall to 
wall; cable included. S210. month. 
Evenlngs652-1587. 44-1
PLEASANT TWO BEDROOM apart­
ment. Third and Molaview. Monaqer
44.1656-4835.






WANTED: cottage by reporter for 
weekly newspaper. Reasonable rent. 
478-6035. 37-tf
MSC FOB SALE
WORLD'S BEST APPLES only 15, 18 20 
and 21 cents per pound. Oldfield 
Orchard, 6286 Oldfield Rood. 652* 
1010, 44-2
TEN INCH B/W T.V., dual voltage, 
almost new. $75: wool carper 7I|, 
6 Ins. X lOfl. 6 inches; cherry red, 
grey moliff, $70: Gorago sole 







2 Dr. Coupe, 6-cyl., 3 speed 
Std. Transmission, 11,300 
miles. Economical, $3695.
1977 GMC y4 Ton Pickup 
Truck, 350 V8, Automatic, 
Power Steering, Power 
Brakes, Radio, 8000 miles 
$5895.
1974 Chevrolet Monte 
Carlo, 2 dr. H.T., 350 V8, 
Automatic, Power Steering 
& Brakes Air Conditioning, 
AM-FM Radio, Plus many 
more options. $38§5.
1974 G,
1974 GMC Slepside 
Pickup, with deluxe 
canopy, 6-cyl. motor, 3- 
speed std. Transmission, - 
radio. $2995.
1969 Ford FlOO Pickup 
Truck, 360 V8 Automatic 
Trans, Runs Good, Good 
Rubber. $1395.
1968 Buick Le Sabre, 4-dr. 
H.T., V8, Automatic.,
Power Steering & Brakes, 
Radio, $1295. ,
Plus 35 more units to 






Chess Enterprises Ltd. 






Dealer No. DO 1591A
THE TILLICUM LODGE FALL BAZAAR
will be held on Saturday. November 
19th, from 2 to 4 p.m. Homebaking, 
wfiiio elephant, arts and crafts, 
books, children’s toys, and tea will be 
avoioblc. Everyone welcome. 44-2 
4 4-3
GAUVIN — Jacques and Doniolo. nee 
Rudhardt are very pleased to an­
nounce the orriva! of Reid Comoron, 
8 lbs. 5 ozs. on October 22. 1977. A 
beautiful boby brother for llitlo Leilah 
Rachollo. Speciol thanks to Dr, P.K. 
Johnston. Dr. Fonget and absoluloly 
terrific staff at Royol Jubilee. 44-1
BOMB 5EB7ICEB t 
FQBIFMBIIT FOB SALE
SAANICH PIONEER SOCIETY Annual 
Tea. Sunday, Nov. 6th. 2 to 4 p.m. 
Pioneer Log Cabin. Soonichton Fair 








Sundecks. fences, etc. Quality work 
at reasonable prices. 656-4298. 44-2
KERFOOT — Borr' to Patrick ond 
Eiizobeth Kerfoot at Royal Jubilee 
Hospital, on October 30, 1977, a 
dauther. Stephanie Adrianne. 44-1
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative 
is Normon Hull. 656-4938, 8 o.rn. to lu 
a.m. tf
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop discreetly 
by moil. Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
illustrated catalogue of marital arts 
for both ladies and gentlemen. Direct 
Action marketing Inc. P.O. Box 3268, 

















2 ■ 14 Inch Rims.
44-1
BEAUTIFUL MODEL, block dross. As 
now. $20. Suiloblo oldoi ly lody also 
snvoral model hols lor younger 
persons. $1.00 each. Phono evenings 
656-5847. 44-1
30 INCH DE LUXE RANGE, dollvored 
$120, 4 Hr panelled doers $28; 8 x 10 




^ All newly decorated with 
new Hour coverings, newly 
rc-wired, this 2 bedroom, 
900 sq. Cl. on Oakville is 
ideal for retirement or 
.siancr, It is a solid older 
home that has features you 
will enjoy, and also 
f seclusion with lane and 
treed froniage. Make us an 
ofl'ei on $36,9(X).
BILL UATtXI FEE 
656-4517
GORDON HlJEMIi LTD.






1 M t . I
2428 Binaim rVvi*.
SIDNEY,
Two bciltonni itoinc ini 
CNCL’IU’iil condtiion. Double 
Ciiipoll, Ijiiishi’d tec loom, 
chvtC to senior citizen eciiirc 1 
timl town. Anxious to sel 
li iisking$.52„50().




I! I >11 oil I I 0111 
I'.iv t hi’iltiioiii. 1' '
Oil a qnii'l eiil de sac,
I nu‘ st'a V ii'ws II oiii 
itioiii, li\iii;' loom 
(I Miioh'L'k, I he I’lill 
MiihMi puHIlk'S ample 
I'lii Imi I'lii (liei 
u I-ipm,'iii. Iiic'liidevl iiie 
t'ldee and tlish- 
' Uk'jd loi IClill'Iljeill 
i|'li' .......... soiin,'' laniils,
LOiiii
G. PiTiideiMi 656-4525 
I, Bell 477-2562
' ' SII>NFV 
This is (I'tily a buy. 3 
Beditiom home, living 
10(011 wiili fitcplnce, 
-.ernr-’t*-’ dinine room, 
finished lee. room. I.ttge 
fenced lot. Only $.5.3/XH) 
»|;N RK IIARDSON 
6.56.5584 656-6958
SIDNEY
9839 resthaven DR. 
Open house, Sunday 2 • 4 
p.m,, new, for sale by 
builder, 2 bedrooms, large 
livimiroom and dlnimnoorn 
with high beam ceilings, 
Spacious kitchen with more 
than timple cupboards, 
delight I'ul eat iie lied 
bathroom, used brie’k 
fireplace, quality con- 





RUG 9 X 13. Green ond Gold. Nnv 
Condlllon. $65,00 Phono 656-4650 ot 
656-6397, ti 44-1
CUSTOM BUILT BUCKET SEATS: one
Inlernalional Tiavtjlell lor porT*. 
hoitir Jlin 6.56 1716- 44 1
ALMOST NEW ELECTRIC Oove, 
Avacedo Grooni wilngor waiihoi 
with pump, very, very chon|i 658- 
fttlHS. -‘•I tl
1973 rOYOTA CORONA 
4 Dr,
1969 I'ARGO VAN 
Anionuilie
1967 l''ORD VAN 
,'\uiom;ttie’
1966CI11IVBHLA1R4 Dr. 
197,S MORNiri' 2 Dr. 
Coupe
I96K .IldiP VVAC.ONULR 
4x4
1965 tlll-.V'i VAN 
CampciL'iie
1977 fORl) 1'2,SU Campei 
Speei.il




QUAKER OIL BURNING »()«<) healm, 
$60,00, Phene 656 202'2 lUion heui,
44 1
'foil
MORTGAGE MONEY — any orntnmi 
(25 viiori oinrirlirnllon), Ul moiioiifie 
Item I0*i, VtuI motluiHlii Item 
Rotadonliel, r.omininilnt 
huilden, InUiflm huttlnei* lonrii,. .I D, 
Phlllipii Cn(til(il Coi|Ki|(illoit, 10673 
Kino Hl(|liway, Surrey, ItC
V3T2X6, Phono 51111 0411 oi evoninuk
;w5-i6n:i.'__________ ________
WOODM^ASTER Aiilomnllt hnnltu; 
(lutnii woeil oMiiionlly, I1p(iIi> up lo 
live Kionu. Slylinh rJevl(|!t, qunllly 
tiulll, Siui) youi (liioltii or wiliii Inr 
broduiio loi ■ Woodmoiilei, Box 
91686, Wml Vancoiiver, B.C. V7V 
;iP3 44 I
&




1969 I'GRI) RANIiPR 
Cmuirty
1974 PiArSUN 7104 |)i; 
1972 ClIRVSI liR Newpiiri 
2 1)1.
1976 MONARC H 4 l)i, 
Sedan '
197.1 ,iP:p,Pt heiokce4\4, 
197.VMONACOSI, VVagoii
33' BURMESE TEAK CUTTER. Sue- 
cossfuily complated 15,000 mile 
journey from Eng lend in 1975. 
Excellent cruising boat. More room 
than most 40 footers. Hull and deck in 
Burniese took, ribs and centre line in 
English Oak. Finished below 
Honduras Mohogany. Working sails 
heavy Dacron, new 1975. Volvo Penia 
now 1973. Full survey April 1976. 
Exceptionally well maintained. W'tite 






■ iu i A\ lit Diii niaii '.'.ives 
aiu'iiiii'ii I" all
iuh i «. PImiu'656-4754
HELP WANTED
1976 DOlKip: H ion Van
FIREPLACES
1976 GRI'M 1.1 N X 21 )i . 
1975 DA I .SHN B2l0 21)t. 
1974 PI.VMOU'I II I'uiv III 
2l)r., : ,,
1968 m,l|CK.4 1)1'. Il.'f. 
1974 PIN ro Si. Wagon
I on Piekiip 








•Cwilem Built PiNtploc* ltr<»»n» 
■Fl(*plnc« Actitiinrlilii 
•M»t»IFn*pl«r»i o«ilChimney* 
‘Wnodburnlng $iew»i nnd HnoKtii
Cloted Mendtry*




1975 1»A( 1 R ■
1977 ASPliN Custom 4 Dr. 
1977 DODtiP Moioihome 
1977 ARROW 160 Hat 
elibaek
1977 ASPl'-N Si. Wagon ,
1976 CHI’VV Nova 21)1, 
1974 ( 11I''VY Monii'Carlts 
I976'| ()V01 A SR.5 .7. Di,
SELLERS URGENTLY NEEDED lor the
Gruonpoaco "Go Anywhurq" 
Christmas loftory. Moko monoy. sovo 
life. VVnto or phone. Croonpoacu, 
V1O0 Wost 4ih. Avo,; Vancouver, V6K 
IN6, (604) 736-0331. Got'Mobydiiod' 
lot lift), 43-3
WAT4UP; i,oupU? to upaiulu sinoll 
molol, (ib'l !55!, 44-1
NEWSPAPCR PERSON wtll^ solid 
niU Cf finifK? nnd mnnofiomont •.kllh. 
I;ti (opnily o»pnmlinfi community 
{xvoi'k iy) no w'.papol mm I Von- 
fcnivni. Oppmiimily foi ownurslup 
f'l'Miion po-4'.ihlo to iigtil f>ori*on. 
Apply in wtiiiiu'j liktin^j mnilificotiom* 
iml ovpni icif'irn to- Box 104, The 
,’ ominunic oloi, 9U9 307 We lit
HiPtlini)'.
tt?
7l, Vonrouvor B.C. V6n
441
DIRECT SAILS OPPORTUNITY;
Pi yillUDohU* VdIdV OHUntod liujividufll 
Id ti!()inkiinl 1‘Hfvivtfial Liiihtlng 
t.iimpiiny tn ihi’» niun. tiksful 
OfipKfvint will t'D t onUM tinij Industi iol 
nnd Pntod nt ct.imOv on 0 iPpmit 
l-undk CDivijUiDy (iHutb d (ontmuing
GHiPiftti I'"* t itdli'M
i'rp|ioi tnnoy f (,m fidvam.umunl 
Anfmni'.hih'’ nnd tho rmifiHnnto to 
wuiF on n Conimixkion Uisu* o inu-*!, 
AUu mm «list net nionnijcT, tnptihlu nf 
hnimiu,i (mil contiollHHi
x.idoMirnD. Plnokifi (I'lrwoid to
ti tiOfopiinn, 6MI? M, 6tl>, !»!,, Ffd?, 
Cdlpo! y, AItu 13H3K4, : 44 t
OUAtiniiD fltitAD AND tmUry IhiKoi 





Oimk IVo'i Ims oimnings in \i% 
SldiH'v iiHiMi fm t}u''*u iviktum;) o 
sincossful (oroiM in runi nsiijin yiilm. 
m tim 5nvinu h PDinnhula nnm,
Hip iPimpnny will provide you fOlh 
It's Wfdl known ond proven tmlning 
,"ffnl'.5i',.;i 1,00 to /.pPtkiy 
HHiit* fin tlnsnovl lovot of smimitk, 
ti jv'' Mioi .1" f u> ifsP*!' e,w. -ifi y. ■ it y
if'-puifinn this ofipmtuntiy rail 
iHitioy I'mipifl v*f Unit I'.iMkhuv* iP ,'4i6
3351 onyhntol ■ , ' , ^3-9
sanamiharpening
riwfhG rffuitvy, iltf' H 1'1 , 
Cnihido Kiiititit Pif'fOfcion
Shofp<‘ning c»l oM cuipenttM ond 
home hfindyivmn'i- tooU,




SPARTANS AND MACS. CdM) ond 
|u*ry. Imnlty (powo Haw«)y








riie>.', laileipiisf, 1 td.





nuiCH GARDINER O.iillable (or 
Siditey flrenWtmd ernri, Orwiii work- 
ul teu^uHUbie Ait
)ihu»«t> t'tl gill ,1.11,1110. GtM,4 new oke 
(el Irtitl®! jAb« Cull lee loiW«i»656, 
V)9r. ' 37-Tf
iJUAin ♦'(’AcNliNO *'* .... .
Uin'isi iiljfifl , C lit y, ,f<iirt,(,m
H iH,,'/ fl «t p oil I « («: ,
A till 11 n'r’,* • f'Blltet Rdoll 
61 nhat tiM.kytiii, ,Ati»i,5.()0
(i.n-i w»K(ii:iy» »nytli„«







BIVALENT ‘FLU VACCINE IS NOW 
AVAILABLE. THOSE OVER 65 YEARS 
SHOULD CONTACTTHE NEAREST CLINIC OF 
THE CAFIFAL REGIONAL DISTRICT COM­
MUNITY HEALTH SERVICE (LISTED UNDER 
“HEALTH UNITS” IN THE TELEPHONE 
DIRECTORY) FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR 
INI'ORMATION. THOSE 65 YEARS AND UN­
DER, WITH CHRONIC DISEASE, SHOULD 
CONTACr i’HElR FAMILY PHYSICIAN.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
dpwnlown, ipocleut B 
modern room*, table 
tolor T.V,, direct died 
phone*, ell with view 
belconlet, free parking, 
complimentary collee ft 
ten tervUe. and hect of 
all — moilly with fully 
equipped kitchen* thol 
allow you ond your 
leimlly lo en|oy tub- 
(lantlal invlngi on 
breokloiti, lunchet, 
«liack*, cold drink*. Ice 
cube* It other lolnled 
eipente*. Ilarllng ol 
only SIt.OO *lngle ( 
{,4.00 for each additional 
gueil U year* ol uge 
and oyer.
f or biechuru mid lOkitivoMtint, wiliw:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
«4ii Hamby $1. , Voncouver. B,C, VAX IVI 
or Rhone Br*« 44)44IF'$F$I
MONDAY 
BEFORE 5 P.M











Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thurs. & Sun. 
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only
Any Other Day, A la Carte Menu




You do not only have to 
lio cast to the Roekies lo 
rind an “ieefields high­
way”. Northwest B.C. has 
one too. Bear Pass on the 
Siewart-Cassiar Road, or 
lligliway37.
.Al eaeh bend of tlie 
narrow, winding road are 
tovLering iee-eapped peaks 
wilh mountain sides car­
peted wilh dark green 
spruce forests and spring- 
green alder iliickels and 
d I' i b b 1 i n g waterfalls 
dropping to reed-fringed 
lakes.
And il is the glaciers that 
make tliis road an icefields 
highway, glaciers you don’t 
have to hike lo or drive to in 
snowmobiles, but glaciers 
that arc right there for the 
lonehing.
First, hanging ones, 
wedged high between snow- 
packed mountain peaks, 
then long pock-marked 
rivers that spill ever closer 
to the road. And then 
suddenly, the most spec­
tacular one of all. Bear 
Glacier, a qiiarler-milc wall 
of furrowed blue ice lhal 
spills icebergs at your feel.
The lower road, which 
winds around the lake, is 
often washed out but you 
can walk down to the 
glacial melt water, pul your 
boat in for a quarfcr-milc 
cruise Id the very end of tbe 
ieefall and pick up some 
calving chunks for your 
icebox.:
Some iravel!er.s just 
.plunge a 100 feel down 
I rom the road and drag in a 
minature iceberg with their 
hands or an available slick.
R e m e m b e r though, 
icebergs are bottom heavy 
and any more than a fool 
wide vyill weight probably a 
hundredweight.
Listen for the shrill 
piercing trill of the spotted 
sandpipers which next 
among the rubble by the 
This is the warnii'ig 
'or their chicks 10 
into camouflage 
a pebble, under a 
Icfif, or by a patch of lichen.
This is the land o 
porcupines. Eiich evening al 
dusk these armour-plated 
peacocks waddltF low- 
slung down the middle of 
Ihe road. As yet unworried 
h\ lonrisls, they sidle np to 
sour I'ccl, raise their gold 
tipped quills, stiire beadily, 
du'H oonilnue nonclialant 
on iheir I'oiitges.
If you elusose to camp in
a gravel pit across from liie 
glacier, make sure you keep j 
your supplies inside and 
leave the porkies lo ihcir 
road signs. Many a eam|ier , 
ass tike the next day to find a. ■ 
porcupine finishing his. 
breakfast of cardboard, 
box, plastic lasvn chair or 
canvas rucksack.
To gel to Bear ihiss the ' 
best fipproaeh is by way of . 
the Nass River and its ! 
bridge north of Terrace or i 
Ha/elton. ' :
Opened officially in''j 
1972, the Nass Bridge is the I 
firsi vehicular bridge across. | 
this river svheieh boils and; | 
roars through a sleep goree 1 
almost 4(K) feel svide and 1 
30 feet high. . |
With its parking spaces, j 
litter barrels and im,- j 
pi essive camera angles, il is I 
a good place to plan a', j 
picnic. . !
If yon have a boat, drive.! I 
our miles further north,' | 
Old take il dosvn to, i 
Meziadin River and, I 
Me/iadin Lake. Meziadin in, i 
Tahltan Indian dialect,, 1 
means “place of something i 
beaiiliful”. i
But fishing for rainbow 
and Dolly Varden is as good : 
as tlie .scenery. '
In the fall, salmon may 
be seen spawning at Hanna 
Creek. If yon want a more 
organized camp site and 
boat launch before spen-, 
ding the next day exulting in, 
the Bear Pass giaciers, stop, 
al the Meziadin ‘ Lake' 
Recreation Site which is 
used by the road maiiiv 
teiiaiiee camp nearby. '' 
Surprise Creek five miles, 
urlher is an aptly named 
prelude lo the beauty of 
Bear Pass. !
I'or the Bear Glacier, the 




























boulders and rushes bet-i 
ween narrow mo.ss-ladciv 
canyon walls on a lem-, 
pe.slnous coiir.se to the sea^ 
Yon will cross it twice overt 
quaint army-style Bailey 
bridges and past old golt( 
mining sites tliat reminti, 
you of the goldrusli dayij 
when Bear I’ass and iti^ 
Indian trails was a way of 
gelling to the Klondike? 
And then yon will leave the 
polholed gravel that had 
been lemporai'ily foi gotten 
ill liie spectaeuliir aiv 
iiaeiions of the road hit the 
blacktop ;uul roll eiuel'rec 
into Stewart, (T his Roam al 
Homo -aoi;- i-- tme in ;t 








2426 BEACON AVE. 
(opposite Post Office)
.NOW 'OPEN
10% off this week!
I Got your models and crafts for Christmas.
Wednesday, November 2,1977
Marina Plans Explained 
to North Saanieh Residents
THE REVIEW
North Saanich council 
had virtually .no control 
over developrnent ^ of 
Bosun’s Marina until the 
official community plan 
was adopted earlier this 
month, Aid. Wilf Price said 
this week.
In a letter to North 
Saanich residents Price said 
the municipality inherited a 
zoning bylaw for the 36- 
acre site on Tsehum 
Harbour which was passed 
by the provincial gover­
nment before North 
Saanich was incorporated. 
The municipality was in- 
i corporated on Aug. 19, 
1965.
The bylaw zoned the 
entire site “commercial 
I waterfront,’’ allowing 
, marina use for the area with 
no further control by 
council, the letter said.
The new community plan 
revamped the zoning for the 
area, giving council 
i adequate control over any 
; dev 'opment on the site.
I “At the outset it must be 
i clarified that to date no 
I ‘formal application for any 
j development for this 
! property supported by 
t specific plans has been 
I received or approved by the 
1 municipality,’’ the ■ letter 
j said. “Any development 
j proposal which may be 
I forthcoming for this 
I property, or for any other 
I land in the municipality,
I must be in compliance with 
i policies and regulations of 
1 the district of North 
I Saanich official community 
I plan, zoning bylaw and 
! subdivision bylaw adopted 
j by council on Oct. 11,
! 1977.’’
J The bylaws. Price said, 
j recognize the en- 
: vironmental sensitivity of 
! the marina site and attempt 
; to “divert future marina 
I expansion to areas other 
I than the mud flat habitat,
I and require the establish- 
I rhent of a 200:foot wide 
i natural buffer strip between 
j the mud falts and any 
I development on the ad- 
i joining upland.’’ 
y SINGLE FAMILY , -
> The new bylaw permits 
! most of the land to be use
only for single-family 
housing on half-acre lots 
with community water 
supplies, the letter said, and 
any other proposal would 
require a bylaw amend­
ment.
The owner of the site, 
North Saanich Marina 
Ltd., applied last Sep­
tember to have the property 
designated a development 
area to prepare for detailed 
negotiations with the 
municipality for a land use 
contract.
Price said the application 
has been tabled but council 
generally supports the idea 
of a land use contract “to 
govern any scheme of 
development which may 
prove acceptable.’’
“This method offers 
considerably greater 
development control than is 
possible under the zoning 
and subdivision bylaws.
“There is no doubt in my 
mind that the sensitive 
environmental aspects of 
this property including its 
role as a birdlife habitat, 
must be fully considered 
and respected, with the 
objective of minimizing 
disruption to these aspects 
when developm.ent takes 
place.’’
Price’s letter said after 
the provincial government 
bylaw was passed there 
w'ere no further develop­
ments with the property 
until June 27, 1974 when all 
parts of the site note being 
used for marina purposes 
were placed in the 
agricultural land reserve.
Two years later the 
capital regional board 
applied to have the property 
removed from the 
agricultural land' reserve 
and the board’s application 
was later supported by the 
marina owners, the letter 
said.
FUTURE PROPOSALS 
In offering their support, 
the owners “outlined future 
development proposals to 
utilize approximately 15 
acres of land for marina 
purposes and the remaining
21 acres for residential use, 
preferably a cluster housing 
development which could 
be designed to leave a 
substantial portion of the 
site in a natural state.’’
Council supported the 
application last June to 
have the land removed from 
the reserve and forwarded 
the relevant correspondence 
to federal fisheries and 
provincial fish and wildlife 
autorities.
Council had earlier asked 
fish and wildlife officials 
for their opinions on the 
proposed development and 
it was suggested that a 200- 
foot wide natural strip be 
left along the site’s north 
shore, fenced and con­
trolled for acccs.scs.
A public hearing was held 
on Aug. 29 at which the 
owners laid out their 
proposal and a letter of­
fered by the owners was 
later tabled by council. 
Price said, adding the 
council decided to a.sk the 
developers for a com­
prehensive development 
scheme.
The owners then sub­
mitted a formal request to 
have the site designated a 
development area.
“No firm development 
proposals have been 
received and no approval 
for any bylaw amendment 
or building permit has been 
issued by the
municipality,” Price said. 
“Should a development 
proposal be forthcoming 
that conforms in spirit with 
official community plan 
policies applicable to the 
site, is acceptable to senior 
government authorities 
having jurisdication, and 
requires an amendment to 
existing bylaws, council will 
hold a public information 
meeting prior to and in 
addition to any statutory 
public hearing which may^ 
be required.
“All residents will af that 
time be afforded full op 
.portunity to apprais(^ 




We Moke Any Car 
Run Like New...
Our p«porlt take any | 
car problem in stride 
and correct it fasti
r MOTORS 
LTD.
2391 BEACON AVE. 
656-1922





more perfect world in many 
ways than the one created 
by civilization on earth.
After Tolkien's death at 
81, international readers 
hoped that Middle-earth 
would somehow continue to 
live. The author’s son, 
Christopher, resigned his 
fellowship in Old English at 
Oxford, and devoted 
himself to his father’s 
works. From a vast amount 
of writing, Christoper 
Tolkien relates, ‘‘1 set 
myself to work out a single 
text, by selection and 
arrangments. Here and 
there I had to develop the 
narrative out of notes and 
rough drafts. I had to make 
many choices between 
c o m p e l i n g v e r s i o n s. 
Essentially, it was a job of 
organization, not of 
completion, and the result 
was THE SILMARIL. 
I.ION,”
A much deeper and more 
profund work than the Ring 
trilogy, The Silinnrillion 
describes a whole Middle- 
earth mythology. Indeed, it 
often leads like an 
historical study of an 
ancient, long'lost world. 
iMetion on an epic scale. 
The KlltiiHrillion is now 
avaiable throuBh either the 
Brentwood or Sidney 
Branches of the Regional 
l.ibrary.
One day in 1935, Sir 
Stanley Unwin, of George 
Allen and Unwin, gave hi.s 
son, Rayner, then 10 years 
old, the manuscript of a 
children’s book called The 
Hobbit. It was the work of 
the distinguished Oxford 
philologist, Professor John 
Ronald Reuel Tolkien.
“I liked the book,” said 
Rayner Unwin, now 
chairman of the board of 
the English publishing 
house, “I was the first 
reader - my father believed 
in children reading 
children’s books. I was paid 
one shilling for my report. 
It turned out to be a good 
investment on my father’s 
part - the best shilling oui 
firm ever spent”.
In the 1950’s came the 
three volumes of The Lord 
of the Rings.During the 
late I960’s, in paperback 
editions, they all became 
best sellers ott the nation's 
campuses. ITrr the young, 
Tolkien's world of the 
imagination became a 
landscape of reality • a
FRED BLANCHARD & SON LTD.
PIASTER-STUCCO S REPAIRS





















Building Maintenance Plumbing Seating Excavating Electricai
AJAX








Of ntonlhly service 








Renovations, Cobineti and 
other types of woodwork.





Kilchen cobinets, olterotions. 
renovations, furniture.










Hot Water Heating 





For all your refrigerator, 



















QUICK - TIDY - EFFICIENT
G.& W.
Landscaping Ltd.
Residential • Commerciol 
& Golf Course Construction 






Service Residential - 
Commercial
“Big or small 
we will Do them all”







-BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING







Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 





New Homes ft Cabinets. Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions and 





finishing, new homes 
construction.

















Change wood to 
Aluminum
Single to Thermal with 








For the Peninsula, phone
K. Strieker 
A. Lowen 

























& SON LTD. 
Plaster-Stucco & Repairs















31 plumbing axparlanc* In 
B.C. Sp«dolRat»« lor (Mniloii»r>
Hoiiiohold • Allorallqnii • 
ImliiHriol
H.C, Plumbing 







„ tiinn.m. >4100 p.m. 
AdmUtlonJic 
Roiorvollont 6S6'3ClO}




It's the best my 
to M qmlHy service 
af reasonable prices








BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS
SEWER - STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 









Disposal Field Designs 
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UPHOLSTERY
' RtTAms K. covi;iune.
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We give you exceptionol prices 





Government certified technician 
with ^ years experience in 






- ^ Residontiol, Commercial '" 
Industrial
Re-wIrlng, electric hooting 
Repoirs, Appliance connections
“No job too small” 
656-5604
Sieve's Landscaping 
Free estimates for; 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.




Study Group* lor Spiritual 
Awaronsti.
PAUL TWITCHELL’S Book* on lol* 
«7t(l SECOND ttli-4745



















Morlne AOto A Sofety Glass 








;.«Ceramic Tiling ft Repairs 
•Odd fobs
REASONABLE 





#102-9837 Seventh St., 
Sidney 656-6733




Call Hank Brouwer 
652-3662
r For Specialist in 





Plumbing Ue pairs, 









Robert W. Roper, D.C. 
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ROY'S ALLHA V MARINi; SERVICES LTD. 
22.38 HurboorRd.-Sidney
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Some Hints From The Department 
Of Consumer Affairs
IN 20 YEARS of the mapping and survey branch of the Department of 
Highways, Glen Hawkins has travelled most of the province’s highways. 
His paintings whether in oil, acrylic or watercolour are of familiar 
provincial sights. Glen is a founding member of the Victoria Society of 
Artists and is a member of the Federation of Canadian Artists. In July 
two of his paintings were accepted for a jury show by the Federation of 
Canadian Artists. Shown here Glen’s painting ‘Early Kitchen’.
I'ood labels carry a 
weallh of inrormation for 
Peninsula consumers. The 
confusion we often ex­
perience, however, on a trip 
to the grocery store ean be 
overwhelming as our choice 
is made from 8 to 10 
thousand items; many new 
and unfamiliar. We know 
that carrots are carrots, but 
just what are instant potato 
flakes or powdered coffee 
ciea mers.
Most of us don’t have the 
time or resources to be 
amateur food scientists, but 
we ean be more informed 
lod eonsumers — better 
buyeis if we use the labels. 
1 abels tell us the net 
c|uantity of our packaged
SIDNEY RENTALS LTD.
9773 Fifth Street Sidney, B.C. 
"CLEAN RUGS LAST LONGER"
Rent our Profes.sional “Steam Type” Rug 
Cleaner. FREE Cleaner and Defoamer* on 
rentals Mon. thru Thurs. ^enough for 
approximately 100-125 sq. ft.
applies to daily 
rental only
















Hours 9 o.m. • 12 a.m, d(il|y
NOVEMBER SPECIAL
AI.ASKA SHUIMI' COCK'rAII. 
SAI.AIMIAW
FILET MIGNON
witli MiiHlirooni Cupii 
FUFSII VK(;i'TAni.l';H&
■"'■■■ l*OTATO'- ■
OVEN ItAKEI) SCONEKKEAD 
KHt AWIUCRIIY CHlilCSECAKE 




Two members of TOPS 
Chapter No. 980, Brent­
wood Bay, tied for Queen 
of the Month of September: 
Lorna Lee and Merle 
Young. Recent weekly be.st 
losers were Ruth Fisher, 
Jane Shumka and Shirley 
Ross. Twelve weeks’ at­
tendance charms were w'on 
by Dores Verhagen, Doily 
Hamilton and Merle 
Young.
The Chapter w'ill hold 
their Annual Bazaar on 
Saturday, November 12th, 
Brentwood United Church 
basement opening at one 
o’clock. Stalls will include 
home baking, whi 
elephant, crafts, used 
clothing and plants and 
produce. Refreshments will 
be available.
food - in Metric and 
Imperial measure - using 
the price tag you can tell the 
cost per ounce of Brand X 
beans - it can be less 3-4 
cents less per ounce than 
Hi and Y. It’s a saving of 12 
- 1 (ie if you buy 4 cans.
1 lave you considered why 
you buy powdered cofl'ee 
creamers? To colour your 
coffee, or did you think 
Unit it really is a milk 
product tliat will supply you 
with as many nutrients as 
fluid milk or powdered 
skim milk. What is in coffee 
cieamei? The label ean tell 
you, in fact it must tell you. 
According to the I’ood and 
Diug Act, ingredients must 
be listed on the label in
decending order of amount 
present.
An example ingredient 
list from a powdered coffee 
creamer says “corn .syrup 
solids, hydrogenated 
coeoiutt oil, sodium 
caseinate, potassium 
phosphate dibasic, mono & 
d i g 1 >• e e r i d e s, sodium 
tilutninum silicate artificial 
Rai'our and colour”.
It is the same as milk - 
no. and it doesn’t contain 
the nutrients of milk, Vit A, 
t iboHavin, protein or Vit D. 
Many tidults depend on the 
milk in their coffee to 
pioiide a good part of the 
dtiily milk or dairy product 
l ecinii ement. (C'anada Food 
(iiiide says 1'/; cups of
MCROWAVE OVENS CAUSE 
CONSUMER CONCERN
The Saanich Pipneer 
Society met in the Pioneer 
Log Gabin, Saanichton Fair 
G r o u h d s, o n M ond ay, 
October 17 th, with 
President Willard , Michell 
in the chair. A very fine 
photograph of his mother 
with her old-fashioned 
butter churn was donated 
by Mr. John Newman. It 
had been nicely "framed by 
Mr. Morris Tubman and is 
a welcome addition to the 
society’s artifacts.
The Annual "Team was 
planned. The tea will be 
held on Sunday, November 
6th, from 2:(X) p.m, to 4:00 
p.m. Everyone is most 
welcome to come and enjoy 
a delicious tea and the old 
world atmosphere of the 
Log Cabin. Admission 75 
cetits.
The Brentwood College 
Metnoriiil Chapel W.A. will 
hoUl their F'all 'I'ca tind 
Bazaar in the Brentwood 
Community IR'Hi Wallace
Drive, on Saturday, 
November 5th, Ihe tea will 
be opened til two o’clock by 
Mrs, Regituild Pierce, and 
stalls will fettmre home 
baking and delicaiessen, 
plants and produce, 
needlesvork, “Tin n-tiboitt 
Boutique”, attic iicusures, 
while elepltiiui tmd books. 
Admission 7,5 cents.
A program to monitor 
microwave leakage of older 
microwave ovens should be 
considered by the federal 
government and the 
Canadian Standards 
Association' (CSA) Sub­
committee on Microwave 
Ovens according to CSA’s 
Consumer Advisory Panel.
The group, which started 
its third year of operation in 
Toronto last week by 
discussing CSA’s draft 
standard on microwave 
ovens, was concerned about 
microwave radiation 
leakage and recommended, 
lhal Health and Welfare 
Canada conduct studies on 
the effect of prolonger 
periods of low level 
radiation. The consumers 
were also worried that the 
ovens and door seals may 
deteriorate through long 
term use which could result 
in excessive microwave 
leakage.
“The limits of leakage in 
our draft new standard on 
microwave ovens are in 
accordance vvith the Health 
and Welfare Canada
requirements,” explains 
Keith Sidwell, CSA’s 
Manager of Operations. 
“The draft also contains a 
test requiring the door to be 
opened and closed 100,000 
times which simulates 30 
years of use, nevertheless,
the panel was concerned 
about excessive leakage in 
ovens that have been in 
service several years and 
that is why, the members 
suggc,sted that a re-testing
or monitoring program be 
carried .out. Several panel 
members said that con­
sumers should not have to 
pay for this re-testing and 
the manufacturer bear the 
cost, w'hereas, others said 
they would be willing to 
absorb reasonable rein- 
vestiagion costs.”
The panel also recom­
mended that manufacturers 
supply literature with their 
ovens, advising the con­
sumers that the ovens leak 
radiation which may 
become exce.ssive if the 
oven iC damaged. Con­
sumers should be advised
that the level of microwave 
leakage should be checked 
if the oven is damaged. All 
'-ovens should be marked to 
indicate that they should 
not be operated without a 
load because of possible 
deterioration of the ap 
pliance.
The panel also suggested 
that further studies are 
needed on the effect of 
microwave ovens on heart 
pacemakers anc
manufacturers should issue 
warnings to pacemaker 
wearers. Another 
recommendation called for 
a design feature to be 
developed to make it im­
possible to run the oven 
empty.
milk). Four cups of coffee 
with milk can account for 
'/: cup milk; on the other 
hand powdered coffee 
creamer i.s only calories and 
non equivalent nutrition. 
Afso hydrogenated coconut 
oil or hydrogenated oil is 
not permitted on diets 
restricting saturated fats. 
Labels can help people on 
special or preventative 
diets.
Instant potato flakes, 
what’s really in that 
package - Check the label to 
see. You can’t expect the 
dehydrated potato flakes to 
contain Vit C - the main 
nutrient found in fresh 
potatoes.
Have you wondered 
about jelly desserts, is the 
orange gelatin powder 
made from oranges - can 
the dessert be considered a 
part of the fruit food 
group. Think so? Check the 
label. What is the main 
ingredient? Sugar is listed 
first, so there’s more sugar 
than anything else - as you 
read further you .sec there is 
no fruit at all.
It is easy to tell which 
cereals have a high sugar 
content, it’s listed first. 
C'heck the cereal box label - 
have you been buying lots 
of sugar when you thought 
you were buying lots of 
cereal.
' Reading labels on food 
products does help you 
niake informed selection of 
food so you can get the 
mo.si (nutrition, variety, or 
whatever meets your 
personal priorities) from 
the dollars spent in the 
supermarket.
FREE BOOK!
To the first 20 persons presenting this ad 
at THE OWL’S EYE BOOKSTORE, 
2498 Beacon Avenue,
Gonipliments of the Baha’i Gommunity
UNTIL RECENTLY, the last sea otter seen 
on the coast of British Columbia was in 1929. 
Colonies of the slow swimming animals are 
now being succe.ssfully transplanted along the 
west coast of Vancouver I.sland.
Cancer is not one disease 
but a group of deseases, 
charticieri/ed by tlte 
il i snrga n iz.ed tind 
unregiiltiied growth of 
ahiiormiil body edlk, In 
mtiny cases, tliere is ;i 
lasoitralile response tn 
model n methods of 
11 eat mem if tiiagnosis is 
mtitle heloie signs of 
spietuliue me evuieiti. \'our 
coni ribul iiiii to the 
C iiiuuliiin C iiiieei Si,iciel.\ is 
\il;i! to the work of cancer 
research learns hauling lo 
dofeal cancel. ,
rite pet feet compliirieni 










Every Moinday, W€!€lii«»«lay» Friday and
Saturday from October 21 to November 21
1 i'tO p rn VVi'i'Kdiv". ’^1* SiitUHlav'. 1 vhv ln in 'l.)uini'lti3 gluh; hu'v* Aiitiiihstnii $1
See How They Run!
Horses to watch 
this week
DAWN Qh IGY ready for ti win 
TOW THI; 1 INI: rciiching his peak 
Mt'-’K L'VV NIOTF" nim ■;(( k'lndoivn 
BLJCK ()N u good J-yr. old 
AI‘At, I IF ARROW looks like a winnci 
THiVON SliA is vc-ry liard lo bcaf
BrtiiU'h 11!.30 m.iu, -■ p.m. See you.
at Sando^siiWEviic
VftnfOMvri UUivJ Cc.fftrn t-.ii'u-’i. 4'1I1 .
M di.Dvs itii liUlO.UleiiHF 
I di.iM loi’HiHki Oil nu ll OB iliF lolUhviny UiHL’k;- 
' I hui'^ilio jn liiii'I tiMiM 
I hiit'ol.iv hr(‘MC luly io 
Muiisdiis iK'ioic 1 diunif Hiiv. 
i huiMlov I'Hoii I linttLsttis iB(t,
I'IoiImUiv lit liJilH IniMpiiFi.
I’ltD h''iMi't 3 f.nK biui vImuss |,q 
,?H, ViTS 
, Hit 4.
All moniat to bo uioti to bottor oquip tb« now 
Soonlch FonIniiuJn Hovpitol bointi built on Mt, 
Nowton Cro** Road ond othor community pro|odt.
Vnur oddi or* liwOvr Ikuri any olhar lotUry or R»no or 
lot V«gat
For on InvoUmont ot '1.00 p*r you ran pnrtlrlpol#,
METHOD8 OF t'AVMCNTi
I. CASH • Tolol Amount 
a, CHEQUe ■ Totol Amounl s
3. 1 • CHEQUI lor '13.00 and 3 poM dotod 
r.h»qu««, 1 month oporl, tor *13.00 oach,
aHOUF IICKIT > 4 poopi#, on* flckol at'13.00 anth, '
TiSniX^irAirFArT .."..
* SIUNIV SUflN FOOPS
* »0»INSOMS «TOm:l 
o OOWMTOWM SIONISV AUTO lAlH
I .« .'ll H.ii.il M.|i,i. Ill
t' it'i lu at l*l‘lli Vi .
It itl !it >|tu 1111» 1 Inr iitlrfi
■' tiu ji^ini.Ktmmn .1 
p0lt1.,l',. a












1 hell’iue iinh 4<IH lit,LlTs HI he stild
I iieu’ uii" 52 ill IDS s iiml s oiii lieLei it chgihlc lot m’lydruw rven if you huve won
•ihiMih.
i4n'evils llim'tsli»> mmimiHUuimn I97H uiisl HilUunmumer Jiiii, .5,
RFAUFAIMRt All winning tlckoti aiv Immadlatwly 
r«1um«id to tint Sarr«l,
You can bo ti multlplo wlnnor;
Support tbli vory woHliwIillo prol»ct , 
nnd hovo fun doing it,
' ^ Good Luck , '
SIDNEY LIONS CLUB 400
1973 MERCEDES, MODEL 250 C. automatic. 
Power Steering, Power Brakes, AM FM Radio, 
One Owner, 32,000 miles. Blue. C ompare at
$8950.
1975 DODGE CHARGER SE, V/8 Automatic, 
Power Steering," Power Brakes, Power W'indows, 
Power Seat, Power Trunk, Air Conditioning, 
Slide; Buckets, Console. Must be driven lo be 
appreciated. $5895.
1974 GMC '/2 "TON; V/8, 4 speed, Povyer 
Steering, Power Brakes, Radio and Tape Deck, 
Trick VVhecls, one owner. $3895.
Oscx ^eea /
SPORTING GOODS DEPT
For Your All Seasons Sports Needs
■ I II      ii ■iiiiii n ■ i-1 iiii i ■ ii i .   i .1   ....................... - i, - .
4-tC^ 0u%
94B64J
1' Piece Cookware Set
IN ENAMEL DECORATOR FINISH
Set
Polycryl
V/2 Paint roller kit




1 - 1% QT
COMPLETE WITH COVER









ITEMS MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS ILLUSTRATED QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
Plastic Garbage Bags Plastic Air Deflectors
GREEN
26" X 36" X I’AM 
PACK OF 10
DEFLECTS WARM AIR AWAY 






WE INVITE YOU TO COME IN AND SHARE IN THE GRAND OPENING CELEBRATIONS 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MANY TREMENDOUS VALUES BEING OFFERED
